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Fair
Goes
West
BY EDWARD SULLIVAN

Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes, the Cars, and the
Outlaws head the list of concert
possibilities for this year's Spring
Fair, according to Fair Chairman
Marshal Salant. The Fair is
entitled "The Wild West."
A controversy is developing

around the traditional opening
parade. The Fair will open as
usual at noon on Friday. Salant
wants to postpone the parade
from Friday until Saturday just
before the lacrosse game, so that
students with Friday classes
need not miss it. However, the
administration is opposed to this
because of potential traffic
problems created by Saturday's
crowds.

Plans are also being made to
have a covered wagon, .a
stagecoach and Indian dancers in
the parade, and to extend its
route onto the campus. "We're
going to concentrate more on
the campus area," said Salant.

Spring Fair Chairman Marshal Salant

"We want the parade to be
highly visible." He added that he
was open to suggestions for the
new route.
A second concert, given by a

local group, is scheduled for
midnight Friday. Salant
described the show as "an
outdoors, under the stars,
roll-out-your-blankets-in-the-grass
affair complete with munchies."
During the evening, Western
movies will also be shown

cont. on p. 7

Creative Writers
Seek SAC Status

Next Wednesday night the committee member Harris
5 0 -member Undergraduate Gruman, UCWO will offer $300
Creative Writing Organization to the author it invites this year.
(UCWO) will go before the Next year, it hopes to receive
Student Council to seek class B matching funds of up to $500
status as a student activity and each from the Writing Seminars
approval of its constitution. 'Department and the Student
The new group,headed by a Council. Future plans also

five member executive include the performance of
committee, is attempting to student plays and a radio show
organize projects of interest to of student readings.
creatively-minded students. Originally suggested by the
Currently, its activities include Department in late September as
fiction and poetry readings every an organization of Writing
other Monday night, a press Seminars majors, the idea was
section in the Hutzler reading .ex panded by the group's
rot)m containing magazines founders to include anyone
featuring younger writers, and interested in creative activities.
providing a liaison between the The executive committee is
Writing Seminars Department made up of members from each
and students. The UCWO also of the four classes plus one at
plans to sponsor a reading for large member. This year
undergraduates by an author committee membership includes
from outside the University. Harris ,Gruman from the

According to executive cont. on p.3
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Youths Hold Up
Medical Resident

BY GAYLE COHEN

A Johns Hopkins medical
resident was robbed at gunpoint
in the vicinity of Hopkins
:Hospital Tuesday. night. Thesvp.
incident occurred only two
weeks after the murder of a
Hopkins medical student near
the hospital.
Two youths armed with a

handgun stopped Dr. R. Ryan
Maxwell at the intersection of
Washington and McElderry
Streets. They ran off with
Maxwell's wallet, car keys, and
30 cents in change. According to
Robert Willen, Assistant
Director of Security for the

Johns Hopkin s Medical'
Institutions, the keys and wallet
were retrieved from where they
were discarded on North Chapel
Street. The robbery took place
at approximately 7:20 p.m.

Willen said that no suspects
had been arrested as of
yesterday.
On January 15, Alan Paul

Trimakis, a fourth-year medical
student, was found murdered on
Monument Street.
Since that time, the city

police department has increased
its patrols in the area of the
medical complex and Hopkins
has taken steps to strengthen its

cont. on p. 7.

Dubious Contraceptives
Advertised on MIMI

BY PETER CINOUEGRANI
WJHU's only ad patron, "The

most talked about contraceptive
since the pill," certainly lives up
to its billing. Encare Ovals,
which recently became the
nation's fastest-selling
over-the-counter contraceptive,
may not provide the "extremely
high sperm-killing. protection"
the ads promise.

Encare is a suppository-type
product that, when inserted in
the vagina before intercourse,
melts to provide chemical and
physical barriers to sperm. But
while . many cite Encare's
tdvantages over other methods
.)f contraception--it has none of
the dangerous side-effects
attributed to the Pill and IUD's,
and less of the messiness and
inconvenience of most foams
and jellies--others are telling a
different story.
The Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) is
particularly concerned. It
questions the accuracy of studies
which Encare used to support
claims of 99% effectiveness, and
wants more proof that when a
viscous ingredient is melted in
the suppository, it forms a
physical barrier "to prevent
sperm penetration" even
without the spermicide.
The effectiveness study, done

in West Germany, had "apparent

inadequacies," according to the
FDA which made the data
"unacceptable to any scientific
group or regulatory agency."
Thus these close to 100%
effectiveness figures constituted
an "unsubstantiated claim."
Further, the sperm barrier claim
"lacked proof."

The September 1978 issue of
the FDA Consumer stated that
Encare users should expect
effectiveness ranging from 71 to

98 per cent. Many campus birth
control centers recommend that
Encare be used with a condom,
and some suggest the insertion
of an additional suppository
after ejaculation.
Ken Kulik, the WJHU

Business Manager, said that the
station knew nothing of the
controversy when the ads were
accepted. The ad is to run for
two weeks, twice a day. The ads

cont. on p.
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Anyone interested in working on the
spring edition of the Course Guide
who was unable to attend the last
meeting should come to a meeting on
Wednesday, Feb. 7 in Conf. room A
of Levering at 5:00 p.m. If you are
unable TO attend the meeting but are
interested in working on the Course
Guide please call either Beth at
889-8167 or Jim at 243-9436.

Jewish reform services will be held in
Levering Conference Room A at 6:00
p.m. on Friday, February 2.

Everyone is invited to attend.
The JSA will hold traditional
Sabbath services this Friday at 6:30
p.m. and Saturday at 9:30 a.m. in the
KDH. Friday evening's service will be
followed by an Oneg. All are
welcomed.

Interested in singing? Harmony?
Learning Hebrew songs? Join us for a
session in the Kosher Dining Hall at
5:15 every Saturday afternoon.

Want to search for your Jewish
roots? Come down to the KDH every
Thursday evening at 7:30 for a
discussion of Jewish sources.

On Feb. 8, the M. Carey Thomas
Women's Center Lunchtime Series
will feature a Conversation with
Yvonne Theodore, Affirmative
Action Office and Rehabilitation Act
Compliance Coordinator speaking on

Affirmative Action Programs. The
Great Hall, Levering, at 12 noon.

The Hopkins Christian Fellowship
will meet February 7 at 6:45 in the
Eisenhower Library Garrett Room.

Come hear pat Hartsock speak on

"Spiritual Gifts." For more
information, call Joe.; or Dave at
467-7393.

Le Cercle Francais vous invite a la
premiere reunion dsi nouveau
semestre, mercredi le 7 fevrier, 20 h

30, au Rathskellar. Degustation de
vin et de petits-fours!

Coffee and Donuts this Sunday night
from 10 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in the
Gilman Coffee Shop. Sponsored by
the Senior Class.

campus notes
The JHU Undergraduate Science

Bulletin is now accepting papers for

consideration to be published in the

Spring 1979 issue. Topics include
reviews and original research in the
naturai sciences and related areas

(such as psychology and the history
of science, as well as related fields in
the mathematical and engineering
sciences). Deadline is Friday, March
23, 1979. Only submissions' by
undergraduates will be accepted. For
more information contact the editors
at Box 346. A fifty dollar prize is
offered for the best paper submitted.

ODK Meeting, Thursday, Feb. 8 at
8:30 p.m. in the Garrett Room, MSE
Library. All members should attend.

The PACE Examination will be
offered for the last time this year
during March and April. Filing has
begun and the deadline for
applications is February 22. Please
come to the Placement Bureau as
soon as possible for an application
form and additional information

concerning the PACE Exam. All
seniors who are interest in
administrative positions within the
Federal Government must take this
test.

The Social Security Administration
will visit campus on the 12th of

February, offering two information
sessions at 11:00 and 1:00. Topics
discussed will be: general application
procedures for federal employment,
PACE, special government job
announcements and any questions
you might have concerning federal

employment. For further

information, please come to the
Placement Bureau, room 135 Garland
Hall.

To all students who enrolled in
"Issues in International Health" for
the intersession: your final papers are
in the Chaplain's Office. Come and
pick them up between now and
March 1.

Ellipsis the Hopkins literary review, is
soliciting short fiction, poetry, and
graphics for publication from the
Hopkins community. Submit your
manuscripts to Ellipsis-Box 1290,
Homewood by Feb. 22, 1979 or
contact the Writing Seminars office
at 338-7562 for any clarifications.
Include: 2 typewritten copies, name,
status (undergraduate, graduate,
other), box number of address,
phone number. No manuscripts will
be returned. Graphics will be
returned. Submit now!

Education .Advising Committee will
meet Monday Feb. 5 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Student Council. If you cannot
attend please call Tricia at 235-3972.

Pre-Law Adviser, Ron Owens,
available in evenings. Homewood
House. Call Mrs. Pettingill for
appointment. 338-8215.

Juniors - Unique opportunity for
concurrent study in law and another
discipline to outstanding students.
For information on the Accelerated
Interdisciplinary Legal Education
program at Columbia University,
please stop in the Dean's Office,
Homewood House.

Dr. Gary Nyman, Director of Mental
Hygiene Administration for the State
of Maryland, Frank Dearden of
Project PLASE in Baltimore and Judi

Chamberlin of the Mental Patients
Liberation Project, Boston discuss
"Mental Health: The New
Perspective" on Sunday, February 4
at 11:00 a.m., in The Sunday
Experience Series at Hopkins,

Homewood. The Sunday Experience

is sponsored by The Office of the
Chaplain at Hopkins and meets in the
Listening/Viewing Room at the
Hopkins Union. All sessions are open

to the Hopkins community and the
greater Baltimore county. The

program on February 4 will be

preceeded by Deborah Davis, pianist.

On February 11, Dr. John Money

will discuss the topic:
"Heterosexual/Bisexual/Homo-
sexual." Dr. Money is professor of
Psychiatry and Pediatrics at Hopkins.
This program will be preceeded by
the Zumebuzi Jazz Ensemble. More
information is available at The
Chaplain's Office, 338-8188.

Are you a weather buff--or perhaps
just a ham who knows a little about
meteorology? WJHU News and
Public Affairs is looking for
additional people to do weathercasts
and taped weather spots. Don't let
this opportunity to become an FM
personality slip through your fingers!
If you are interested, please contact
Box 37 or call 243-4697.

Spring Fair needs a musical director

and choreographer to help stage a

musical review. Interested students

should see Tom Messana, Box 870 or

drop by the Spring Fair Office.

Church on campus for all Hopkins
people. 235-6364 for information or
transportation.

The following is the schedule for the
election of a Young Trustee for the
Board of Trustees of the Johns
Hopkins University: February 9,
1979: Petitions and biographical
information must be returned to
Steinwald Alumni House. March 4,
1979: Candidates Forum will be held
in the Glass Pavilion at 7:00 p.m.
March 5, 6, and 7: Primary Election
March 12, 13, and 14: General
Election (if needed). Any senior in
good standing in the Arts and
Sciences divisions may be nominated.
A senior must obtain 25 signatures
on his or her petition from members
of the senior class to be validly
nominated. All freshmen,
sophomores, juniors and seniors may
vote for three nominees among those
listed on the ballot. For further,
information please call Mrs. Linda
Kilduff on extension 8131.

There will be a Flying Monkey
Committee mmeeting TODAY, Feb.
2 at 12:15 in the Student Council
Office. All welcome. Anyone who

Tonight: Discover Candlemas! Mass would like to serve on the committee
and dinner 7:00 p.m. Friday and can not make the meeting
February 2nd at 2728 North Calvert contact Amy Caplin, Box 2079 or
Street. Sponsored by the Episcopal , Tom Messana, Box 870.

AND THE WINNER IS.....

Well, Quasar breath, the
quizmaster, has finally picked
a winner, fresman Laurie
McAdams. Laurie, you can
get your National Boh by
contacting Elliot or Phil here
at the Gatehouse. No one
who answered the quiz knew
that it was the Silva Thins
man, not the Virginia Slims

liberated woman, who shoved
the model out the car door. It
was Brother Dominic, not
Dominique, who was Mr.
Cholesterol, unless perhaps he
was a member of a Gay
Order. Finally, Jontue, not
Goucher-girl Melissa-Anne
Pritchett, is sensual but not
too far front innocent.

The N-L Gang would like to bestow its kindliest birthday wishes

on one Elaine Pizzo, who is legal as or today. Kudos, Llaide, old kid!

HOUSEMASTER
APPLICATIONS
FOR 1979-90
ills11011 

Uppeaclass staeents who wish to apply cop the

position oc bousemastea may pick up an application

packet at the Union Desk beginning Febaaaag 5_

DeoOline FOR submission is MonOag, Febaaaag 12,

at the Ocrice of Resieential Lice, Alumni Mernoaial

ResiOences.

Any questions call exc. 8282 

AIMMIli If _IL
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Soviet Women's Status
Equals That Of Men

BY MITCHEL HYMAN

Women in the USSR have the
same occupational opportunities
as men, stressed Dr. Zoya
Zarubina during her presentation
entitled "Women in Soviet Life"
at the January 28 Sunday
Experience in the
Listening-Viewing Room.
Zarubina, Professor of English
and Philology at Moscow's
Academy of Social Sciences, is
in Baltimore to direct the
exhibit on Soviet Women on
display in the Civic Center
during January.

Zarubina, often smiling and
joking during her presentation,
charmed the audience, which
applauded her vigorously at the
end of the program. The exhibit
in the Civic Center was
developed by the Soviet
Women's Committee of the
USSR. Zarubina said it was
stimulated by an international
conference on women's
problems in Mexico in 1975,
where it became clear that
women from different countries
did not know enough about each
other's concerns and problems.
The exhibit, which will tour this
country, describes the Soviet
woman's world in ways designed
to achieve a better
understanding between
Americans and Soviets.
Zarubina associates the

freedom of Soviet women with
the conquest of the Bolsheviks
in 1917, saying, "From the
outset of the revolution, women

shared in everything." The
Soviet Constitution flatly states:
"Women are equal to Men."

Zarubina says the Soviet
government encourages women
to pursue the same types of
careers that men do. Women
comprise 80% of the doctors and
33% of the engineers and
lawyers within the USSR.
However, women are barred
from jobs that are "hazardous to
female health." Also, women,
unlike men, are not required to
work, and some whose husbands
are economically well-off
become housewives.

Childbearing has little effect
on a Soviet woman's career.
After having a baby, a woman
can leave work for four months
while receiving full pay, and she
can stay off the job with no pay
for up to a year. After this
period she returns to the same
position she left. Working
mothers leave their children in
state-supported day-care centers
during the working day.
Zarubina stresses that these
centers "help women take part
in society and work."
Though Soviet women have

achieved equality in the job
market, Zarubina admitted that
they are not yet completely
equal to men. She said that the
typical attitude of a Russian
male is "1 want my wife to be
equal, but I want my dinner to
be ready when I come home."
Thus after a wife leaves her job
she must buy food for dinner in
various small shops, go home

Game Room To Be Updated
The Sherwood Room, which

houses the pinball machines and
pool tables in Levering Hall, is
due for renovation. The Union
Board is now considering
proposals from several
amusements companies which

include such plans as new
carpeting, lights, shelving and
paint. The Sherwood Room,
currently operating under
contract to Select-O-Mation, is
estimated to generate over
S15,000 for the Union.

and cook dinner, serve it, clean
the dishes, and do other
housework, while the husband
relaxes. Therefore, many wives
hold what amounts to two jobs.
She says this practice seems to
be changing in the younger
generations, with husbands and
wives sharing housework more
often.

In her talk, Zarubina was
careful not to criticize America,
but she did criticize the views of
the USSR expressed by some
members of the audience. She
said it was not true that the
USSR suppresses dissidence and
is undemocratic. She said
anyone can express disapproval
of any government policy within
the USSR. Demonstrations are
not the "way Soviets do it"
though; insteadotheywrite letters
of complaint to government
officials and newspapers, which

cola. on p. 5
The Rev. John Stanley Grauel will speak at Sunday's bagel brunch.

Jewish Awareness Week
Stresses Refugee Aid

BY MARC NASDOR

Jewish 'renewal, commitment
to the idea of Jewish
brotherhood and sisterhood, a
deepening of spirituality: that is
the theme of Jewish Awareness
Week, which begins this Sunday,
February 4.
A week-long program has

been planned—a program which
will include speakers, a movie, a
bagel brunch and dinners--for
the purpose of introducing the
Hopkins Jewish community to a
campaign called Project
Renewal.
The United Jewish Appeal

(UJA) created Project Renewal
as a program similar to the

Model Cities Program during the
1960's in the United States. The
United States failed, but
sophomore David Pinchas,
organizer of the Hopkins
campaign, believes that the
situation in Israel is more
manageable. "The communities
in Israel we seek to help are not
Boston or New York," says
Pinchas. "The UJA has chosen
160 very small communities to
assist. The people in these towns
are Jewish immigrants from
North Africa, Yemen, and other
Mideastern countries; they are
extremely poor and live in
asbestos shacks, or worse. They
are poorly educated and have
inadequate medical care."

Symposium Features
Rape Prevention

BY DEVRA S1ROT

A two-hour symposium on
rape prevention will feature four
speakers and a short film
describing preventive techniques
this Tuesday evening, February
6, at 7:30 p.m. in Shriver Hall.
This forum, sponsored by the
Office of Student Services, is the
result of a growing concern
about the safety of Hopkins
students on and off campus,
according to program
coordinator Debbie Harmon.
The movie will be followed by

speakers from University of
Maryland Hospital, the
Baltimore Police Department,
the Baltimore Center for Victims
of Sexual Assault, and the head
of the State Attorney's office,
who will discuss the ways their
respective departments work to
prevent rape. They will answer
questions afterward.
Information packets will be
distributed to those attending
the symposium.
The Office of Student

Services hopes to extend the
program into a series of weekly
seminars covering all aspects of

this problem. The seminars will
be offered during orientation
week and at the beginning of
second semester each year as a
regular part of the Hopkins
curriculum.
"Many people won't face the

fact that the problem exists until
it affects them personally,"
Harmon said. "If we can make
people aware, we can alert them
to what can be done to protect
themselves."

Writers
Form New
Group

cont. from p. 1

sophomore class, Barbara Smith
from the junior class, Ed
Sullivan, a senior, and Robin
Jaslow and Emily Nye, both
freshmen.

Elections for next year's
Committee will be held in May,
except for the freshman class
eleaions, which will be held
next fall.

There is a cultural problem
between these people and the
Jews controlling the Israeli
government, who are of
European origin. The refugees
who Project Renewal wants to
assist are Spanish, Mediterranean
and African Jews who are
treated as third-class citizens by
the European Jews. They live no
better than the Palestinian
refugees who are spotlighted
presently by the media, Pinchas
said.

The UJA gets Jewish refugees
out of other countries and into
Israel, where they provide for all
their needs. Job training and
Hebrew language education, as
well as subsidies • to Haifa
University, are also part of the
program.
On Sunday, at the bagel

brunch, the speaker will be the
Rev. John Stanely Grauel. Rev.
Grauel, a Methodist minister
who was a passenger on the
refugee ship made famous
through Leon Uris' novel
Exodus, will speak on the
subject of the importance of
making contributions to the
campaign. The movie 'Exodus
will be shown on Wednesday.
Monday, in the L-V Room,

Ron- Savir from the Israeli
embassy will discuss the Camp
David accords and the prospects
for peace.

Also on
Leavy, regional director for the
B'nai B'rith Anti-defamation
League, will talk about
contemporary anti-Semitism in
the United States.

The last speaker, Steve Thaler,
from the Young Leadership
council of the UJA, will speak
on the topic of what young Jews
can do to help further the cause
of Jewish renewal.

According to Pinellas, the
goals of this week are to
"educate and motivate Jews at
Hopkins and to help stir
commitment iii them." He hopes
that this fundraising drive will
become an annual event on the
Ilomewood Campus. '

Wednesday, Ed

1
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Alas, poor machines, we knew them well.
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Cutting Costs
Over the course of the last two centuries, the medical

profession has developed from a state of near-charlatanry
to what it is today, an effective art which makes use of the
most scientific knowledge. This progress has made possible
a miraculous lengthening of life-expectancy for nearly
everyone in the world, particularly in the West. But at the
same time, it has created unprecedented social problems
which have never been resolved in a satisfactory manner.
The cost of health care can be a catastrophe not only

for poor people, but for middle-class families as well. While
private insurance offers some protection, it is far from
adequate. Consider this minor example: a Baltimore-area
woman who recently suffered a fractured ankle. Even
though the orthopedist who set the cast was already right
in the hospital,. and worked on the patient for less than 10
minutes, he presented her with a bill of $250. Of this total,
Blue Cross paid only the $65 standard fee allotted for such
injuries. The woman had to pay the rest herself. And such
incidents happen many times every day. They are the rule,
not the exception.
A solution for the problem of spiraling medical costs is

badly needed. The answer is not socialized medicine. The
experience of other nations has shown such systems to be
excessively costly and inefficient. The most practical
measure, which should be enacted on a nationwide basis, is
a mandatory federally-insured health insurance program.

Like the current Social Security structure, such a plan
could be implemented by collection of fixed-rate
payments from every citizen with an income. It could
possibly even be administered by the Social Security
bureaucracy. For payments I10 higher than those now

made by privately insured customers, every person in the

country could be protected against any form of medical

misfortune. This system wouldn't be too expensive as long

as it is made compulsory for each citizen. Poor people and

other indigents who already enjoy free medical care could

continue to do so. The great majority of Americans-who

make up the working and middle classes would enjoy an

unprecedented immunity from both sudden financial

disaster and large unexpected expenses.
But by itself, such a plan would present no better

alternative than ones currently available with private

companies. But under government sponsorship, a number

of measures could be implemented that would make a

critical difference. Chief among these is the regulation of

doctors' rates.
Such regulation would not be an unjustified intrusion

on the affairs of a private businessman. Doctors enjoy a

licensed monopoly courtesy of the state in the first place,

which is what enables them to collect the exhorbitant fees

they sometimes do. So the government can and should fix

the rates doctors are permitted to charge for various services
Some people will of course argue that such regulation

would result in an intolerable drop in the _number of
doctors. Certainly, the national program Should include
extensive federal funding for medical schools in order to
reduce the extremely high tuition which they now charge.
When medical students no longer have to sell their souls to

get through school, they will be able to survive later while
charging lower rates.

Federal legislation is also badly needed in the area of
malpractice. The law now takes the attitude that doctors

are demi-gods who ought never to make a single mistake.

This is unfair and unrealistic. Only serious negligence

should be indictable: otherwise, a patient must simply

agree t, take his chances in trusting to the doctor in tile

first place. His odds are guaranteed to be 100% better than

they would have been two centuries ago.

!letters to the editorl
Art?
To the Editor:

In the review entitled
"Interesting, But Is It Art?"
(1/26) Stephen Barr displays a
disappointing ignorance
concerning contemporary music.
The term "free-form" implies

that the musician creates a form
in which he works; this form
may be abstract and seem
"anarchistic" but it is clearly a
strategy governing the direction
of the music. In this respect,
randomness is itself a kind of
structure. Lol Coxhill's music
can be compared with abstract
visual art, which is an
exploration into various
combinations of colors, shapes,
and contrasts, and their
evocative power. When Coxhill
says one of his tunes is based on
another, he usually means this in
an extra-musical sense, i.e.,
similarity lies in the mood,
atmosphere, or emotion evoked
by the abstraction. As for
whether or not these tunes can
be duplicated, one can pose the

' same question about any
improvisational or- "composition
as process" music. Improvisation
allows the musician, through
creative freedom, to express
different ideas in each
performance.
Barr seems to consider

musical experimentation and
creation to be mutually
exclusive activities.
(Fortunately, they are not.) He
calls Coxhill's music interesting
and disarming, but rejects it as
"art" because it does not
conform to some arbitrary
standard of "beauty." What
Coxhill plays is fascinating and
engaging, and in my opinion that
alone is enough to qualify it as
art. Coxhill works in the area of
modern jazz pioneered by
Ornette Coleman, Sun Ra, Cecil
Taylor, et al., which has drawn
significantly from serious
20th-century avant-garde music.
Keith Jarrett's music, on the
other hand, derives from
traditional classical \ music.
Hence, comparison of Coxhill
and Jarrett is quite
inappropriate, since each follows

a different route, despite their
both working within the jazz
idiom.

The essential elements of the
new music include availability of
any sound for musical use,
general rejection of cyclical
forms, and an extension of the
range in which the composer
operates to cover widely varying
degrees of control over the final
sound. Music has come to mean
any kind of sound organized and
listened to for its own sake.
Serious composers such as Cage,
Wolff, Stockhausen. and

Behrmann represent a conviction
that all musical relationships,
whether arrived at by chance or
design, have potential value and
are worth examination. One
cannot criticize Coxhill's music
without knowledge of this
background--the concepts and
standards--from which it is
derived. The new music requires
new listening...a little more
effort on the part of the listener.
Barr is alienated by the music
because he obviously insists
upon forcing it "out of context"
and then comparing it to music
he happens to like.
To write a credible review of

any music, the reviewer must be
familiar with the artist's genre
and recorded work. Barr instead
chooses to follow the pattern of
the all -too-common
"pseudo-review," cluttered with
irrelevancy and containing more
claptrap than information.

Sincerely,
Mark D. Skoner

(Box 22/7)

Yes!
To the Editor:

Reading Stephen Barr 's review
of Lol Coxhills's concert at JHU
last month reminded me of the
story of the blind men and the
elephant; the genuine article was
right there, but they couldn't see
it for what it was. According to
Barr, Coxhill's music is "in no
way restricted by our notions of
tonality and time." And who is
this "we," Stephen? As the rest
of the review makes obvious,
people who know nothing about
jazz. Barr ponderously asserts
that Coxhill's tunes "must be
improvisational," as .if this were

some profound insight. Of
course he was improvising; solo
saxophone concerts like his have
been commonplace in jazz for at
least fifteen years. Then Barr

asks the stereotypical question
of the jazz-listening novice,
'Where's the melody?', and
incorrectly states Coxhill didn't
improvise on recognizable tunes.

As proff of this claim, the
reviewer mentions that Coxhill
announced "Somewhere Over
the Rainbow" and then didn't
play it. True—but instead he
played a readily identifiable
version of Dizzy Gillespie's
"Night in Tunisia;" and when he
said he was going to play Monk's
"Round Midnight" and
Ellington's "Mood Indigo" he
did indeed play those tunes.
These three standards are among
the most common in the jazz
repertoire, and even a casual fan
would have no trouble
recognizing them from Coxhill's
renditions, but to Barr it's all
random noise. Barr's ridiculous
notion that Coxhill's
improvisations are formless

ignores the saxophonist's
methodical use of the
solo-head-solo format, a
variation on the organizational
technique commonly used by
jazz groups since before 1920. I
could easily go on, but it's not
my job to write the critic's
review for him. Coxhill's music
is so melodic and so accessible
I'm amazed anyone attending
the concert could have come
away from it with such scant
perception of what went on. The
News-Letter did an artist of
Coxhill's stature a disservice by
sending Stephen Barr to review
his concert, and Barr did your
readers a disservice by not
disqualifying himself from
writing about something of
which he is in obvious ignorance.

Kevin Whitehead
3508 Greenspring Ave.

Baltimore 21211
383-9418

Noise

To the Editor:

Over the past few months,
representatives of the northern
fraternities, TEP, GAM, DU, and
Phi Psi, have been attending
meetings regularly with the
Tuscany-Canterbury Community
Association. The purpose of
these meetings has been to try to
improve the relationship
between the fraternities and the
communities they are in. These
meetings have made it possible
for the fraternities to inform the
community of their upcoming
plans, in the hope that any
pO tential problems could be
discussed and therefore avoided.
One of the major complaints

of the community is the noise
that students make as they leave
a party. With rush only a week
away, the Intra-Fraternity
Council would like to take this
opportunity to request that
students be both as quiet and
considerate as possible when
leaving a rush party.

I would like to add that
although these community
meetings have involved only the
northern fraternities, the
southern frats as well would
appreciate the cooperation of all
students.

Yours truly,
George Petrossian

Intra-Fraternity Council

Jews
To the Editor:

My name is David Pinchas

and I am the chairman of the

Johns' Hopkins United Jewish

Appeal campaign. Raising the

level of commitment on the part

of the Hopkins Jewish

Community is . my way of getting
cont. on p. 5 1 /
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Iran Situation Presents Paradox For Liberals
BY J. P. LEWIS

Until last year, most
Americans' conception of Iran
was like that of neighboring
Afghanistan or Iraq: a name on
the map, perhaps with an
associated capital. Since then the
news media have inundated us
with accounts of the revolution
in Iran, and, as if media coverage
were the indicator of the events'
importance here, many people
have sought to understand and
make judgment of the Iranian
crisis.

Notwithstanding the educated
citizen's in-depth comprehension
of local and national politics in
this country, he or she too often
understands foreign affairs by
means of overly simplistic
analyses which limit the
significant actors to one "good"
force and one "evil" force. Such
is the case with Iran. The two
actors are the Shah on one side,
and the Ayatollah Khomeni and
the Iranian people on the other.
Which one of these is considered

the "good" force depends upon
one's political viewpoint.
"Liberals" champion the cause of
the Ayatollah against the Shah
and his military.

As an American who has lived
in Iran, I can't help remarking
the discrepancy evident in this
opinion. It is evident in the
contrast between the liberal's '
values and the strict Islamic
principles which the Ayatollah
intends to implement in Iran.
Liberalism stands for equality,
political liberties, women's rights,
and freedom of belief and
religion, among other things.
Islamic doctrine, either as given
in the Moslem holy scripture the
Koran, or as manifested in a
dozen moslem nations
throughout the Mid-East and
North Africa, directly contradicts
the ideals of liberalism.
As was made graphically

evident in a recent television
documentary on Saudi Arabia,
civil liberties are almost
non-existent in the Islamic state.

Women are property, accused
criminals receive only the mere
formalities of legal process, and
alternative religions and beliefs,
political and otherwise, are not
tolerated. Education, if extant,
consists of religious
indoctrination. While the mullahs
and whatever regime is in power
live off their estates, the serfdom
of the peasantry justifiably
arouses liberal indignation.

Such were the conditions in
Iran until long after the largely
ineffectual "White Revolution"
in 1963, which was the Shah's
first major attempt of
liberalization. The story of the
Shah's reign is one of a
continuing but behind-the-scene
struggle to wrest power from the
religious hierarchy centered in
the holy city of Qom, and to
place it in the hands of a
relatively progressive government
needed to "bring Iran into the
twentieth century." Along the
way the admittedly despotic
Shah has seen it fit to introduce

ters, Letters, Letters, Let
cont. from p. 4

involved. The purpose of the
campaign is to educate and
motivate. So, there will be a
"Jewish Awareness Week,"
February 4-9.

At our regular Sunday Bagel
Brunch, we will have the Rev.
John Grauel, a Methodist
minister who was on the
Hagganah ship Exodus, speak;
on Monday a speaker from the
Israeli embassy; Tuesday the
movie "Exodus;" Wednesday a
speaker from the
Anti-Defamation League;
Thursday a middle eastern
Coffee House with live music;
and Friday, a speaker from the
Young Leadership Council of
the U.J.A.

After that week, a brief
solicitation period will be held.
This is part of the educational
process because the urgent needs
of world and local Jewry will be
discussed in a frank one on one
encounter. It is hoped that
sufficient Jewish identity and
consciousness will be raised so
that everyone contacted will be
willing to make a pledge to
further the cause of Jewish
Renewal.

It would have been easy for
me personally to say that I

didn't have time to help with
this campaign or that "my
parents give..." but it would still
be turning my back on my
people. I hope that others will
feel the same.

Sincerely,
David Pinchas

Complaint

To the Editor:

The following is a poem
which probably represents the
views of a large majority of the
Freshmen in Intro Chem. I feel
they will get a kick out of it.
Everyone who has seen it has
liked it. The man is a very nice
guy and he is very knowlegable
in his field. But he can't teach
Freshmen.

Ode to Robinson
He stands in the spotlights
In front of the crowd
That laughs to itself
And sometimes out loud
Two hundred freshmen
Come to the show
While one hundred others
Don't even bother to go
The clown performs on stage
For everyone to see
No one knows what he's doing
And neither does he

Soviet Woman Talks
cont. from p. 3

investigate the complaints and
respond to the writc_.r7.. She says
that most Soviet people are
happy with the USSR
government, but that a few
dissidents exist because, "Of
course, everyone can't be
satisfied."
She says that since the

Helsinki agreement, Soviets have
been permitted to emigrate from
Russia to rejoin members of
their families in the West.
Zarubina is disdainful, though,
of many emigrants who leave the

USSR just to have "a higher
standard of living in the West."

Zarubina said that there is
religious freedom within the
USSR. She said that until World
War II many poor people hated
the Russian Orthodox Church
because it sided with the Tzar
during the pre-Revolutionary
War days. During World War II,
though, the Church helped the
anti-German resistance
movement in occupied
territories, and so now it is
highly respected.

Some show him respect
Others just sit there and mock
Still it's one eye on the clown
The other on the clock
He often walks backwards
And then spins around
I long for the day
When he slips and falls down
His performances are lousy
Yet he still wonders why
The average score on his tests
Is the square root of pi
I guess you can infer
That this course is a gen
The clown is D.W.
The course is Intro Chem

-James Kevin Dierker

(50 MUCH FGR---
[RAN. WHERE SHOULD

5CQUT NEXT, j
gtoSS?
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liberal reforms, though solely for
the sake of progress. These
include redistributing land
ownership from the mosques to
the peasantry (it was Khomeni's
opposition to this reform that
resulted in his exile sixteen years
ago), allowing women to drop
their chadors (the restrictive
garment which conceals the
entire face and body of Persian
women) and enter into
universities and employment,
creating literacy corps and free
public schools, and insuring the
rights of minority groups such as
Jews and Armenians.
The efficacy of these reforms

has been debated. Regardless, the
liberal who vicariously supports
the cause of Khomeni and the
majority of the Iranian people
should consider what may
happen should the Ayatollah
succeed in establishing an
"Islamic Republic." A safe bet is

STE( N

to look to neighboring nations
for a guide, from conservative
Saudi Arabia to radical Iraq.
None value political or human
rights. The Ayatollah has stated
that democracy is just as "illegal"
as the Shah's dictatorship.

It is fitting that Toffler lists as
his nearest intellectual progenitor
F. M. Esfandiari, an Iranian. The
Iranian Revolution is a textbook
case of future-shock. It is
reported that five-hundred banks
and movie theaters, symbols of
the hated modernization of Iran,
have been burned in recent
months.
The American liberal is

presented with a dilemma in the
case of Iran. Paradoxically, the
western brand of freedom and
other liberal ideals can only be
forced upon the Iranian people.
When allowed to select their own
government, they choose Islamic
dictatorship.

1st
GA FINANCIAL AID NIGHT

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6
IN THE GREAT HALL

FROM 6:00 TO 7:30 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS SERVED:
COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS

CHRIS JAEGER, GLENN THOMAS,
CHERI TOWNSEND, & ELIZABETH BARNA

WILL BE PRESENT
DISCUSSION OF WORK-STUDY GRANTS AND LOANS

EVERY ONE IS INVITED
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Brookhaven Told To Clean Nuclear Wastes
BY, HARRY LERNER

The Student Council passed a
resolution Wednesday night
calling upon the University to
"ensure that the (Brookhaven
National) Laboratory
concentrates its efforts on a
solution to the nuclear waste
transport and storage problems
in lieu of other types of nuclear

experimentation." Brookhaven,
a Department of Energy research
facility on Long Island, is
associated with Hopkins through
Associated Universities Inc., a
consortium of nine universities
formed after World War II to
direct nuclear research too
expensive for any single
institution. A.U.I. includes
Hopkins and most of the Ivy

Fair Committee
Seeks Comedians

cont. from p. 1
outside.

After the lacrosse game,
Levering Hall will become an
Old West casino saloon. The
Glass Pavilion will house a casino
which will have real gambling "if
we can get the legal
technicalities worked out,"
Salant said. In addition, the
Great Hall will be converted into
a saloon, and musical revues will
be staged in the
Listening-Viewing Room. That
night a comedian will appear in
Shriver Hall for two shows.
Between the shows, there will be
a fireworks display.

Although the Entertainment
Committee had hoped to bring a
big name comedian (such as
Steve Martin or George Carlin)
for the two Saturday night
shows, the Committee has now
learned that it cannot afford the
biggest stars. Salant said Shriver
Hall cannot hold a large enough
audience to pay for a Steve
Martin (who commands $35,000
a night) or a George Carlin
($17.000). "We did think of
names like that," Salant said,

"but we were unable to get
them."

The list of comedians now
being considered includes David
Steinberg, Mel Brooks, Lily
Tomlin, Dan Akroyd, Gilda
Radner and Chevy Chase.
The budget for the Fair is

about $70,000, a large portion
of which will be spent on
entertainment. As in the past,
the Fair must break even. The
Student Council gave the Fair
Committee $3,000 in seed
money, but that sum must be
paid back. In other words, the
Fair must raise about $70,000 if
it intends to spend that much.
About half of the Fair's

revenues come from food sales

and 'arts and craft booth rentals.

Ticket sales, advertising revenues

and profits from items sold at

the Fair account for the rest of

the money raised.
There will probably be no

"adult" rides at the Fair because
of administration opposition.
"They allegedly attract the more
undesirable elements of the
community," said Salant. "I
personally am in favor of the
rides. I believe they add a unique
aspect to the Fair.''
Nevertheless, because opinion on
the subject is divided on the Fair
staff, Salant will not try to
change administration policy on
this point.
Many plans are still being

made, Salant stressed, and input
is welcome. A meeting is
scheduled for Tuesday, February
13in the dorm social lounge for
all those interested in working
on Spring Fair.

Salant hopes that this year's
Fair will be a "student Fair." He
has sent letters to faculty
members telling them dates of
the Fair and asking them co
cooperate when they are
planning their curricula.
The Fair is scheduled for

April 20, 21 and 22, the
weekend before the MCAT's. This
avoids the scheduling of
conflicts for pre-meds caused by
last year's Fair, which was
scheduled for the same weekend
that the MCAT's were given.

League, and each school' holds
two seats on the Board of
Trustees.
The resolution, approved 16

to 2 to 1, was prompted by an
article which appeared in the
November 13 issue of New
Yorker. Brookhaven had been
trucking highly radioactive
by-products of its reactors to
Aiken, S.C., where the article
suggests they were used in the
manufacture of nuclear
weapons. The route led through
New York, though, and three
years ago the city's Board of
Health banned the shipments.
Surrounding communities
followed suit, so that today
Brookhaven is forced to store
the wastes on-site in temporary
holding facilities.

Coincidentally, on January 20
the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission withdrew official
endorsement of the conclusions
of the "Reactor Safety Study,"
a report issued in 1975 which
estimated the chances of
accident with nuclear reactors as
minimal. Although the N.R.C.
has not concluded that the

actual risks are either greater or
less than those calculated, there
is now a high degree of
uncertainty about the safety of
nuclear reactors.

Hopkins' two representatives
to the A.U.I. Board of Trustees
are Chairman Aihud Pevsner and
Vice-Provost Zdanis of the
Physics Department. Zdanis feels
that the gains associated with
Brookhaven's nuclear reactors
far outweigh the risks. "The
experimental work is absolutely
necessary," he said of the
Laboratory's research, which
includes study of the very
questions of safety which
concern the N.R.C. and the
Student Council. Some effort
has already been directed
towards finding a safe means of
transporting and disposing of
radioactive wastes, according to
Zdanis. "I think Brookhaven
people are very sensitive to this
issue."
He concedes that on-site

storage at Brookhaven will no
longer be possible in about, four
years, but .maintains that an
alternative will be found. Zdanis

suggests that radioactive wastes
can be buried under natural salt
domes, or reconverted into fuel
in reprocessing plants. All
reprocessing plants in the United
States have been closed down
for fear that the plutonium they
produce might be smuggled out
for use in nuclear weapons.

Freshman S.C. Representative
Stephen Richmond, author of
the Council's statement, feels
Brookhaven should be forced to
find a solution to the dilemma
of disposal before more
radioactive wastes are generated.
He maintains that nuclear
technology must be abandoned
if those effort prove fruitless. "I
don't know whether they'll find
an answer," Richmond said.
"There's no way in hell it's
worth the risk." As a high school
senior in Newton, Mass.,
Richmond submitted a proposal
to the local Board of Aldermen
to require that shipments of
radioactive materialsthrough the
city be issued special permits.
The measure was enacted last
month.

Security
cont. from p. I

own security measures. In
addition, representatives from
Hopkins have been meeting with
representatives from various city
agencies in an attempt to
formulate a comprehensive plan
for improving overall safety in
the neighborhood around
medical institutions.

WJHU
cont. from p. 1

are part of a campaign covering
100 campus radio stations as
well as many college newspapers.

Eaton-Merz, the makers of
Encare, send tapes and contracts
out to target radio stations, who

Frosh Rate Grads
BY EMILY NYE

A freshman committee will
investigate charges that many
graduate teaching assistants used
as graders and discussion leaders
in many classes are incompetent
and arbitrary.
"The freshman class is taking

on the responsibility for their
own educations," said freshman
class president Michael Wallk,
who is heading the study. The
survey will try to determine
what qualities a TA needs in

444/EDNEJDAY.N0014.5ERIES:
Presented by The Johns Hopkins University

Office of Special Events

THE RISE OF DISCO
DANCE THERAPY

A lecture/demonstration by John Taylor, M.F.A

Master Instructor, Disco Palace

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7 - 12 NOON

Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library

The Johns Hopkins University, Homewood Campus

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

order to be effective, the nature
of undergraduate participation
in setting standards of
performance, and what
improvements if any are needed
in the current system.
Once it is compiled, the

survey will be sent to Student
Council President George
Connolly, Robert Elkin,
Chairman of the Council's
Education Committee, and to
offices of the Deans. The
committee hopes to complete
the study by March 1.

if they wish to carry the ads
simply return the completed
contracts. After the four week
run the station then sends them
a signed, notarized letter, that
the ad received the agreed-upon
air time and Eaton-Merz sends
payment.

The Code
The Student Council Legal

Rights Committee will hold a

special meeting Saturday at 1
p.m. in the Student Council
Office to discuss the Conduct
Code. All interested students are
invited to attend.
Some of the major issues

under discussion are the
University's role in punishing
actions which take place off
campus, whether or not
punishment for consensual acts
is justified, and how legalistic
the hearing process should be.

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS FOR
CAMP COUNSELORS at Camp Sea
Gull (boys) and Camp Seafarer
(girls) on the coast of North
Carolina. The camps feature sailing,
motorboating, and seamanship, plus
all usual camping activities
including Irwirnmimg and a wide
variety of major sports. 32nd
season. June 5 - August 17.
Opportunities available for
graduates and undergraduates who
are looking for more than just
another summer job. Openings for
graduate nurses or RNs.
Qualifications include excellent
character references, ability to
instruct in one phase of the camp's
program, and a genuine interest in
working with young people. Good
salary; food and lodging furnished;
plus an opportunity to share in a
highly purposeful and challenging
experience. Quick ailirw er upon
receipt of letter of application
which should include a brief resume
of training and experience in area(s)
of the camp program in which you
are best qualified to instruct. Apply
to Wyatt Taylor, Director, Camp
Sea Gull/Camp Seafarer, P.O. Box
10976, Raleigh, North Carolina,
27615.

Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri 9-S:30
Thurs. 9-8, Sat. 9-12:30

SET YOUR
SIGHTS HIGH. . .
only the best for your eyes.

That's why we carry a full line
of Optyl" eyewear. A frame
made of Optyl" material is •
lightweight, durable and
shape retaining.

Your eyesight is precious
so insist on the best
—frame material in
Optyl ", professional eye-
.are services by:

ROTUNDA
ornams

WERNER HENRICH

711 West 40th Street
Baltimore, Md.

21211

Tel. 467-7727

Prescriptions Filled

ARTISTS

PRESENTS

DIRECT FROM AUSTRIA!
THE WORLDS MOST BELOVED CHOIR

ienna
otrZioge

Presented by The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special Events
THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 1979. 8:00 p.m.

Shriver Hall Auditorium, Johns Hopkins Universal/
Homewood Campus

Tickets: Reg. • $7.00; Full-lime student & Sr. Citz. with ID - $5.50
Available. Office of Special Events, Shriver Hall, Homewood Catnpus.
338-7157. Send check payable to Special Events with self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Special Events, Shriver Hall. MU', Balt.. Md.
21218
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The Health Service 
1

Caring For Over 40 People Every Day
"People who are between 18 and 25 are particularly sensitive to

having something wrong with their bodies or being sick. The ones
here are also under a lot of pressure."

- Dr. William Waldman, Medical Director
of the Johns Hopkins Health Service

BY ROBERT RIGGS
The University Health Service.

located in the Brown Memorial
Infirmary behind the new
dorms, is one of the best fringe
benefits that students and their
dependent families get while
they are at Hopkins, although
most of them aren't aware of it

.unless they need it. From 40 to
50 people receive some kind of
attention at the Infirmary every
day, and most are seen by
doctors.
They receive this care at no

charge, a fact which has a critical
impact on the quality and
amount of health 'care that
young members of the Hopkins
community actually obtain. As
Dr. William Waldman, Medical
Director of the Health Service,
puts it, "People who are here

may come to the clinic whereas

if they were not here they
wouldn't. The facility is free. If

you were a 25 year-old who

worked at Bethlehem Steel and
had a cold, you'd be unlikely to

• Health Service Nurse-Coordinator Joan Rehner

Co-op Revamped
The student-run Food Co-op,

operating under newly-revamped
procedures, signed up 40 new
members last week. The co-op
uses comparative shopping to try
to bring wholesale food prices to
its members.

The Co-op is run under the
auspices of the Student Council
and the direction of senior Andy
Fox. Members must pay an
initial $2 fee and volunteer their
services to maintain the
program. Orders for vegetables,
cheeses, nuts, eggs and other dry
goods are taken on Monday
mornings. Andy Pessen, the
Co-op's only paid worker,
purchases the items in bulk at
nearby wholesale prices. Co-op
members, working in shifts,
prepare the individual orders

which are purchased from 3 to 7
p.m. on Fridays. Pessen and Fox
oversee the collection and
distribution of the goods and
payments.

Last semester the Co-op
received some operating funds
from the Student Council, with
Bruce Smith, Council
Vice-President, aiding in the
direction of the program.
Although no funds are expected
this semester, Fox commented
that the Council is providing
assistance with publicity and
funneling new members to the
service. Also, the Council may
allow the Co-op to use the SAC
van. Lack of vehicles for
transporting the food has been a
major problem in the past.

pay $20 to go to a doctor."
The Health Service really is a

service, provided as part of the
package you get when your
tuition is paid at the University.
The clinic receives no portion of
the fee paid by students on the
University health insurance plan
which is mandatory for people
with no outside medical
coverage of their own. Rather, it
is funded by the Division of
Student Services. Actually, the
center could collect payments
for much of the work it at this time, admits that,
performs from Blue Cross, but it "between this year and last year,
does not because such claims the doctors are much better."
would result in a higher group As it is currently set up, two
rate, which the University wishes doctors in addition to Dr.
to avoid. Waldman work at the center for

While the Infirmary has been various portions of each week.
offering the same general type of Two others recently left,
services for a long time, the however, and a replacement
quality of care it offers has should be starting .work shortly,
steadily improved over the past according to Joan 'Rehner who

year. The improvement is due I herself arrived only last fall as

primarily to a whole new set of Nurse-Coordinator of the Health

doctors who now staff the Service. It was Rehner who was

Infirmary. Dr. Waldman, who is responsible for 4z)ringing in the
doctors who have bolstered the
center this year.
"I worked in the primary care

center, which is now a clinic at
Hopkins (East Baltimore), for
five years as a nurse-practitioner.
When I came, we had no doctors
to work," she recalls. "Since I
had just been at Hopkins I knew
doctors who might be interested.
I had worked with them, so I
knew how they worked. I think
the doctors we have now are
superior to the ones we had
before."
One of the bright young

doctors Rehner recruited is Toni
Kennedy, from Hopkins
Hospital, whose major field of
concentration is internal
medicine. Actually, Dr. Kennedy
is not yet a full-fledged
physician, but a medical resident
at the Hospital who is "board
eligible," according to Dr.
Waldman.

Dr. Kennedy retains much of
the down-home friendliness and
style of speech he brought with
him from his native Louisiana in
his manner, which inspires a
good deal of trust and
confidence in his patients. He
himself places a large amount of
emphasis on the doctor-patient
relationship as part of the
healing art.

As an example, he points to
the contrast between doctors
whrking by themselves in
isolated country towns and
similarly-trained physicians in
well-staffed city hospitals. The
doctor in the small town could
achieve just as high a success
rate, he points out, because even
though he lacks all the modern
technology available to his urban
colleagues, he gets to know his
patients better and they lean on
him in a more satisfactory
manner.
The types of patients he sees

The bright decor of the Infirmary radiates a friendly atmosphere.

the only holdover from last year and the kinds of relationships he other steps to improve the
quality of the care available to
students. For one thing, a
patient who comes to the
Informary will see the same
doctor again if he returns to the
clinic within a week or two. This
helps solidify a doctor-patient
relationship in what could
otherwise turn into an
impersonal one-shot encounter.
"We try to keep up the
continuity of care, unless the
student requests to see someone
else," Refiner explains. It's a
little bit hard, because it means
your chart has to be pulled and
we have to check who you saw
before."

In addition, the center on
occasion recommends to , a
patient that he go and see a
specialist for some particular
problem. "Our referral services
are based strictly on our
experience with physicians we've
sent people to over the years,"
Dr. Waldman says. The Health
Service also pays $15 for these
students when they make their
referred visits. And the affiliated
doctors often give "fee
considerations" to the student,
meaning in most cases a charge
equal to the amount the clinic
will cover.

Doctors who work in the
clinic are not motivated by
dreams of getting rich. While the
salaries at the center are
comparable to those in other
such university facilities around
the country, they are much less
than those available to private
physicians seeing a comparable
number of patients. The
Infirmary must rely on other
incentives to get its doctors. Dr.
Waldman cited the discipline of
adolescent medicine as one such
example. "You can be trained in
that, but you .can't practice it

anywhere except in a
university."
"Some physicians are working

Ii er e c h an gin g from private
practice into research,"
he continued. But he said it is
impossible to make many
generalizations about the kinds
of doctors likely to be attracted
to the center. Sonic are young,
some are old; sonic are
specialists and some are more
general practitioners.
Backgrounds and motives for
working at .the Health Service
are "differences for different
people," he said.

can establish with them differ
vastly from what he is
accustomed to in East
Baltimore, Dr. Kennedy relates.
He describes Homewood
patients as "a group of highly
motivated, intelligent
individuals."
"The people you see' here are

basically healthy," he says. "If
they weren't healthy, they
wouldn't be here. In East
Baltimore, folks come in with a
very basic complaint--'I've got a
pain in my chest,' or 'I'm
coughing up yellow stuff.' Most
of the people you see there are
really sick. Here, somebody will

. come in and say his head aches,
when iwhat's, really bothering
him is the pressure he feels to
get into medical school and the
interviews he has coming up."

This opportunity to observe
such so-called psychosomatic
illnesses makes the experience
hhe is getting at the Health
Service interesting and valuable,
a fact which Dr. Kennedy fully
appreciates. For as Dr. Robert
Hogan of the Psychology
department has said, "about
two-thirds of the people who
come through the door in a
clinic are hysterical neurotics,"
that is, people whose distress has
psychological roots.
"I'm sure the patients in East

Baltimore have psychological
problems just like they do here,"
says Dr. Kennedy. "But the
environment in which a
lower-class black man lives is
alien to me, so I can't put muself
inside his head. Here I have a
much better chance to observe
psychological phenomena."
Dr Waldman acknowledges

that many of the patients
treated by the Health Service do
have sonic psychosomatic
symptoms, but lie is quick to
add a qualifier. "Most everybody
really has something wrong with
them. If you're used to working
in an emergency room maybe
things don't seem that serious,
but usually there is a real
problem." Of the center's
attitude concerning
psychologically-based
symptoms, he says, "I don't feel
like we make that distinction
very mcuh. If people come in,
they come in for a valid reason."

Aside from the new staff of
physicians, the Health Service
under Nurse Reimer has taken

A
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Employment Interviews 
The Placement Bureau's February Interview Schedule:
2/6/79 National Security Agency
2/7/79 Johnson Controls
2/7/79 Proctor and Gamble
2/8/79 Koppers Co.
2/8/79 Bendix
2/8/79 Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
2/9/79 Hewlett-Packard
2/12/79 C&P Telephone (Western Electric)
2/13/79 Bechtel Corp.
2/13/79 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
2/14/79 Naval Surface Weapons Center
2/14/79 Bethlehem Steel
2/15/79 Bethlehem Steel
2/15/79 AAI Corp.
2/16/79 Burroughs Wellcome
2/20/79 Data Resources Corp.
2/20/79 Applied Physics Lab
2/21/79 Westinghouse
2/21/79 Applied Physics Lab
2/25/79 Dept. of the Navy
2/26/79 Black & Decker
2/26/79 General Instrument Corp.
2/27/79 MIT Lincoln Labs
2/28/79 Mitre Corporation

Interested students should stop by the Placement Bureau as soon
as-possible to schedule' an interview. Appointments will be
assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis.The Placement Bureau is
located in Garland Hall, Rm. 135. Company literature and resume
help is also available.

Dr. Gary Nyman, Director,
Mental Hygiene Adm. for Md.

Frank Dearden, Project PLASE,
Baltimore

Judi Chamberlin,
Mental Patients Liberation
Project, Boston

"Mental Health:
The New Perspective"

Also: Deborah Davis pianist

'Sunday,
February 4
11:00 AM ttle 
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-You're probablv wondering- how I got whew 1 am today.

N-L
CLASSIFIEDS
HAIRCUT — SHAMPOO & CON—
DITION $7.50 For Men,
Women, & Children WITH THIS
COUPON. Pamper Yourself Salon,
The Carlyle Apts., 500 W. Uni-
versity Pkwy. 889-2859.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE — 301
E. University Pkwy., 2nd floor, 5
rooms. 467-2673.

MEN! — WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or
career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. G-9, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

LADY FINGERS TYPING
SERVICE. Fast service pick-up and
delivery. $ .85 a page. 363-2098.

FOSSIL JEWELRY 

Elegant shark tooth stick pi.
These fossil shark teeth were
found in the Chesapeake Bay.
These sharks roamed the seas
19 million years ago. Send $5.00
(check or money order) for large
tooth stick pin or $3.50 for small.
For illustrated catalog of our other
products including pendants and
earrings, send $.25 to:

diw gewil wave
P0 Box 5 ArishOm Heights. NA 02175

 •

Raise the quality of your written
work to perfection with expert
professional proofreading, editing
& revision -- All materials taken --
Free pickup & delivery of long
material if nedded Call STEVE
SAETZ 825-0855.

Abortion
Services.
Free pregnancy testing.
Birth control services.

Prompt confidential help.

teeml.
K4.1111'

phone for intOrmation

788-4400
r without obligation

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses, i.e
anthropology, bilingual edu-
cation, history. Spanish,
etc. at Guadalajara, Mexico,
July 2 - August 10. Tuition:
$265. Board and room with
Mexican family: $300.

Write
Guadalajara

Summer School
Alumni 211

University of Arizona
Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

WV'

For the real beer lover.



"The Beatles? Wasn't that Paul McCartney 's old

group?"

--typical fifteen-year-old

The average college senior would have to strain his

memory to recall the day, fifteen years ago this week,

when the Beatles made their first appearance on the Ed

Sullivan Show. I was six years old at the time. I

remember, as if it were yesterday, playing in the alley

behind our house and hearing some neighborhood kids

excitedly announce that "The Beatles" were going to be

on the Sullivan show that Sunday. The name was foreign

to me then. I deduced, employing tot logic, that the

Beatles were an acrobatic company from Europe. The

sound of the group's name convinced me of that. After

all, Ed Sullivan always seemed to be having acrobats on

his show. That Sunday night in front of my family's

black and white Zenith, I found out (along with any

other uninformed souls) that the Beatles were anything

but a bunch of trapeze artists. And the rest, as they say,

is history.

V 

May be it's coincidence that very little before

February 1964 stands out in my recollections of life. I'm

sure everything starting with Day One is safely stashed

within the file cabinet (or, to be more modern,

computer bank) of my subconscious. Maybe it's merely

luck that my first truly vivid memory is of that electric

quartet with the Edwardian suits and the bowl haircuts.

Maybe. But I seriously doubt it.

Millions of words have been written about the Beatles.

Yet it seems unlikely that much damage would be done

if a few more are added, especially on such a landmark

occasion as the fifteenth anniversary of Beatlemamia. To

attempt here a ,thorough history of the Beatles would be

as impossible as it would be redundant. The following

quotes and anecdotes are offered, then, as a small but

sincere way of celebrating ,that amazing era when the

world totally and gladly succumbed to the charms of

four musicians from Liverpool, England.

PRESS CONFERENCE 1964

Q. What excuse do you have for your 
collar-length hair?

JOHN: Well, it just grows out yer head.

Q: What's this about an annual illness, George?

GEORGE: I get cancer every year.
Q: Why do you think you get more fan mad than

anyone else in the group?
RINGO: I dunno. Suppose it's because more people

write me.
Q: Do teenagers scream at you because they are, in

effect, revolting against their parents?

PAUL: They've been revolting for years.

In early 1964, the US was still in a stupor over the

assassination of President Kennedy two months earlier.

The signing of the Civil Rights Act was several months

away, and the Vietnam War was just beginning its long

run on evening news telecasts across the nation.

Culturally, it,was as if the '50's had never ended. Two

musical favorites were The Four Seasons and The Beach

Boys. When asked, "How did you find America?", the

standard Beatle reply was, "Turn left at Greenland." In a

1970 interview with Rolling Stone, John Lennon offered

a more serious answer to that question. "When we got

here you were all walkin' around in fuckin' Bermuda

shorts with Boston crew cuts and stuff on your

teeth...The chicks looked like 1940's horses. There was

no conception of dress or any of that jazz. We just

thought what an ugly race, what an ugly race..."

The Beatles noticed one other thing, besides fashion

sense, conspicuously absent in America circa 1964: rock

and roll. This surprised them because, as Lennon put it,

"We were coming to the land of its origin but nobody

wanted to know about it." Even black pop musicians

seemed to ignore the heritage of Chuck Berry, Fats

Domino, and Elvis Presley (a heritage on which the

Beatles had based their musical style). One of the closest

things to '50's rock and roll during the lean years of the

early '60's was the Beach Boys' "Surfin' USA," which

"borrowed" its melody from Berry's "Sweet Little

Sixteen." It took four young men from a seaport town

in England to give rock and roll back to America.

"The Beatles are a plot by the British ruling classes to

distract ' British youngsters from politics and bitter

pondering over disgraced and shattered hopes."

-Pravda, 1964

"Psycho-politicians are using the Beatle music and

other innocuous rhythms to hypnotize American youth

and prepare them for future submission to subversive

control...a part of a systematic plan geared to making a

generation of American youth mentally ill and

emotionally unstable."

-from Communism, Hypnotism, and The Beatles

by David A. Noebel

Sixty-eight million people watched the Beatles on the

Ed Sullivan Show on February 7,1964. (Reportedly, no

crimes were committed by American teenagers during

the hour this particular Sullivan program was on.) By the

time the Beatles played Baltimore's Civic Center in

September of that year, their grip on the globe's

populace, and particularly on the minds of nubile

females, was as tight as the arrangement of "Please

Please Me," and getting tighter. Closer to home, in my

neighborhood a legend sprung out of the group's visit to

the Monumental City (Baltimore was Monumental

before it attained Charm). On the day of the Beatles'

Baltimore concert, I was sitting in front of the television

(probably watching Pete the Pirate or Rocky and

Bullwinkle) when I heard squeals and shouts coming

from outside. My mother and I went to investigate. We

found the two teenage girls who lived a few doors down

from us breathlessly atttempting to explain to their

mother that George Harrison ("the Beatle!") had been at

their school that afternoon. According to this pair of

hysterical nymphets, Harrison had donned an overcoat

to conceal his identity. He had been spotted in the

school cafeteria, where he had accidentally knocked a

box of straws onto the floor. After picking up the

straws, he left before anyone could grab him. Some

capitalist-minded young lady immediately began selling

the straws at a buck apiece. "Me and Suzanne bought

three each," one of the girls gushed victoriously, holding

the precious souvenirs aloft. My mother laughed. I, on

the other hand, was numbed by the thought that one of

the Beatles had been a mere three blocks away that day.

Several years passed before I even started wondering

what a Beatle was doing at a Catholic girls' high school. I

could never seem to find an explanation. Even before I

slid into my cynical late-adolescent years, I had

concluded that the whole story, straws and all, was a

fabrication, a fatly tale. The person mistaken for George

BEATLE

REVIS
by Patrick I

Harrison was probably a janitor or wayward delivery

man. Recently, however, I did a little third-rate detective

work and discovered that the whole story, straws and all,

was indeed true and, in fact, documented in the

Baltimore newspapers. According to these reports,

Harrison had expressed an interest in seeing what

American schools were like. A local DJ had 
volunteered

to give him a guided tour, and by some weird twi
st of

fate he wound up at the school nearest my house. I was

thrilled to learn all this. One rarely gets to see a

childhood fairy tale eventually become transformed int°

fact.

PRESS CONFERENCE 1964

Q: Were you worried about the oversized 
roughnecks

who tried to infiltrate the airport on your arrival?

RINGO: That was us.
Q: What do you think of the criticism that you are 

not

rely good?
GEORGE: We're not.
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Q: Do any of you speak French?

PAUL: Non.
Q: Do you have any advice for teenagers?

JOHN: Don't get pimples.

Part of the Beatles' appeal lay in their personalities as

much as in their music. With their collarless jackets,

pointy Spanish boots, and mop tops, they were certainly

something new to look at. But even the parents who

hated the music and the long hair ("long" by the

standards of those days) had to admit that these were

not your typical teenage heart-throbs. These were four

witty and intelligent young men. It's hard to imagine

pop stars like Fabian or Frankie Avalon replying "Count

the money," when asked, "What will you do when your

popularity subsides?" The Beatles set a new style,

irreverent, self-deprecating, but completely

self-confident. They showed that their generation did
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not have to be young versions of Frank Sinatra 
or Dean

Martin. In a 1972 interview, Jerry Garcia of the 
Grateful

Dead commented on the significance of the Beatl
es: "It

was like saying, 'You can be young, you can be far-o
ut,

and you can still make it'...The Beatles were light 
and

having a good time and they were good too, so it 
was a

combination that very satisfying...They were making

People happy. That happy thing--that's the stuff 
that

counts—something that we could all see right away."

If it was hard to imagine a witty pop crooner, it 
was

even more difficult to imagine one who wrote 
books.

The Beatles, in addition to being excellent 
songwriters,

boasted an author in their midst, namely John 
Lennon.

In 1964, he published a collection of humoro
us pieces,

Poetry and drawings entitled In His Own Write. A

Spaniard In The Works followed a year later. 
When the

first book came out, the London Times Literary

Suppplement called it "remarkable," adding, "It is

worth the attention of anyone who fears for the

impoverishment of the English language and 
the British

Imagination." Other critics were equally 
impressed with

Lennon's writing style, which might be described as a

cross between Finnegan's Wake and Alice In

Wonderland. "The Fat Growth on Eric Hearble," from

In His Own Write, is a representative piece:

One fat morning Eric Hearble wake up with an

abnorman fat growth a bombly on his head. 'Oh crumb,'

said Eric Hearble, who was a very very, surprised.

Anyway he carried on as Norman for why should he

worried? All of suddy he heard a small little voice calling

him by name, 'Eric...Eric Hearble' it seemed to say

though I couldn't say for sure.

That night the very same voice spoke saying, 'Eric, I

am a growth on your very head, help me, Eric.'

Soon Eric became very attached to his fat growth

friend.
'Call me Scab,' the voice said and he was.

'Call me Eric,' Eric said as naturly as he could. From

then on you never saw Eric without the big fat scab

growth on his head. And that's why Eric Hearble lost his

job teaching spastics to dance.
'Were not having a cripple teaching our lads,' said

Headmaster.

PRESS CONFERENCE 1964

Q: What do you do when you're cooped up in a hotel

between shows?
GEORGE: We ice skate.

Q. What started your practice of wearing four rings at

once?
RINGO: Six got to be too heavy.

Q. How do you feel about teenagers imitating you with

Beatle wigs?
JOHN: They're not imitating us because we don't wear

Beatle wigs.

Q. There's a "Stamp Out tile Beatles" campaign under

way in Detroit. What are you going to do about it?

PAUL: We're going to start a campaign to stamp out

Detroit.

In August of 1966, the Beatles' popularity

underwent its most severe test. In an interview with a

London Evening Standard reporter, John Lennon

remarked, "Christianity will go. It will vanish and shrink.

I needn't argue about that...We're more popular than

Jesus now." Though intended as a commentary on the

state of religion, Lennon's comments were taken as

blasphemous braggadocio. All over the world, young and

old staged protests, publicly burning Beatle albums and

pictures. An editorial in a Texas newspaper urged,

"Deport the Beatles. ..They are undesirables and enemy

agents to the Christian cause...As far as we're concerned,

their concept of entertainment sounds as though it was

conceived in sin and brought forth in iniquity..." In

South Carolina, the Grand Dragon of the state's Ku Klux

Klan tied a Beatle record to a large wooden cross and

then set it on fire.
Lennon eventually made a public apology, explaining

that his remarks had been taken out of context. "But

the record burning. That was a real shock, the physical

burning," he said. "I couldn't go away knowing that I

had created another little piece of hate in the world.
Especially with something as uncomplicated as people

listening to records and dancing and playing and
enjoying what the Beatles are." In Longview, Texas,
radio station KLUE led demonstrations against Lennon's

statements. It urged its listeners to come to the station
where Beatle products would be stacked and then put to

A sample of Lennon's drawing

from A Spaniard In The Works

the torch. The station manager assisted by spreading

kerosene on the pile. That night, after the protest, a bolt

of lightning struck KLUE's transmission tower, knocking

the station off the air. The uproar and protests came to

an abrupt stop. The Beatles' popularity continued to

soar.

How many of us can look around and deny that the

Beatles at least seemed to initiate many of those changes

in our social attitudes and tastes that took place in the

sixties and which still reverberate today? Possibly it was

just the group's good luck to be so closely identified

with these mass changes in consciousness. Yet many who

still view the whole Beatle Phenomenon through

wistfully pink-lensed spectacles will always secretly be

convinced that the Beatles were behind the whole thing

from the start.
-Roy Carr and Tony Tyler,

The Beatles: An Illustrated Record

I was lucky to be the second youngest of four

brothers. Had it not been for my older brothers' buying

and playing those first Beatle records, I probably would

have missed all the excitement. But it was no vicarious

thrill for me. I felt it too, and it was as fascinating to me

as it was to the rest of the world. I read not too long ago

that the second-most popular musical group among

American high schoolers is the Beatles. Most of these

kids were toddlers when "I Want to Hold Your Hand"

hit number one in the US, first graders when Abbey

Road was recorded. It's nice to see that Kiss and disco

haven't made total conquests. Still, I feel kind of sorry

for those kids and anyone else who was too young or

too preoccupied to experience Beatlemania. To me there

has been nothing in entertainment as exciting. There is

no music like that music.

„,
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SOPHOMORES JUNIORS
* * * * SENIORS * * * *

If you can qualify, within two months you could be guaranteed

a career in the exciting field of aviation -- with no obligation. •

You don't need 20/20 vision.

You don't need a technical major.

You DO need a proven record of success.

Starting salaries -- over $13,000. Earn over $22,000 in four

years. To find out if you can qualify, call Navy Aviation

Programs at 436-2072.
Deadline for applications from juniors is February 28.

0

Part
Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach
there's going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation
break. And after the sun goes down.. . well, you know the
effect that moonlight has on a celebration. We can only
hope it won't be a full moon.

Because from Jan. 13 through April 21 we're opening
Nassau and Paradise Island to a wave of American col-
lege students. We have reason to believe that wave may
reach tidal proportions. Probably because of the price:
$269 including air fare and 7 nights hotel.

So there it is, young America. We guarantee you the best
of dancing on the beach, water sports and a roaring party.

Beyond that, you're invited to improvise. And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we've made prepara-
tions for you. We're going to be ready.

With open arms.

• 1028 Connecticut Avenue

F1)11 AIM 
Washington D C 20036
(202) 265-9890

toll free (800) 223-0694

SHIER COLLIGATE HOLIDAYS INC.

$269 $319

Li Jan. 13-Jan. 20
n Jan. 20-Jan. 27
Li Jan. 27-Feb. 3
fi Mar. 3-Mar. 10
rl Mar. 10-Mar. 17

H Mar. 17-Mar. 24
Mar. 24-Mar. 31

LI Mar. 31-Apr. 7
D Apr. 7-Apr. 14
[1 Apr. 14-Apr. 21

Alright! Sounds good! I've checked the week I

want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit.

C] Sounds good but I'd like to hear more. Send me
your brochure.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Telephone

NASSAU&PARADISE ISLAND.
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK.

/THE

PIT
1TOF'

Home of the
10 MINUTE
OIL CHANGE
OUR ONLY BUSINESS

1

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
MOST

AMERICAN $ 95
FOREIGN PLUS

CARS 
TAX

PLUS FREE UNDERH000 R.UtO CHECK

FEATURING

PENNZOIL

10W-40

1025 WEST 41st ST. 235-6336
IBETWEEN FALLS ROAD & ROLAND AVENUE

1/4 MILE WEST OF ROTUNDA MALL

Trinity College
Summer Program

in

Cassis. France
Language and Civilization

July 2-August 10

Prof. Sonia Lee
Modern Languages Department

Trinity College

Hartford, CT. 06106

There's aWay to
Help People...

The United Way.

the
Rotunda

Celebrates
Ground Hog's Day

with a

Sidewalk
Sale

Friday &Saturday
Feb. 2nd.& 3rd.
The Rotunda 40th St. & Keswick Rd.
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Read all about it! 

Gays, Punks, VD, Tits and Porno!!!!!
The 1 oe Si Times of
Jud Rofteto

Is it legal to shout "Eat death, scum. I hate you. I
hate you." in a crowded nightclub? An Austin judge
ruled yes, but no last week in a case involving the First
Amendment rights of punk rock singers.
The unusual legal question arose during an

engagement of the Huns, a punk rock group at a
University of Texas-Austin area club. As lead singer Phil
Tolstead was singing the song, "Eat Death Scum," a
plainclothes policeman who was at the club investigating
a noise complaint approached the stage.

Tolstead began directing the song's lyrics "I hate you"

at the officer, Steven Bridgewater, while pointing at him.
Bridgewater then attempted to handcuff Tolstead, who,
in turn, attempted to kiss him. A scuffle broke out,
more policemen entered the club and assisted
Bridgewater in arresting To!stead and four other bar
patrons.

At the 12-hour trial, Judge Steve Russell did not
condemn the lyrics themselves. "Punk rock does enjoy
constitutional protection, because the state may not
decide what forms of art are legitimate," Russell ruled.
However, unlike the audience members who

"consented" to hear the abusive lyrics, Bridgewater was
a "non-consenting" person, and thus the lyrics
constituted assaultive behavior.

Tolstead was found guilty of disorderly conduct and
fined $53.50, while a patron was fined $28.50. The
others arrested were found not guilty.

However, a UT government professor doesn't agree
with the judge, citing two similar Supreme Court cases
that ruled contrary to Russell's decision. In 1972,
Professor Robert Hardgrave recalls, the Court ruled
against a police officer who arrested a person in a picket
line who said "White son of a bitch, I'll kill you." A
similar decision was handed down in another case of a
citizen verbally harrassing an officer which head U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell assigns a "higher
degree of restraint" to police. "If we are to be lead by

Justice Powell," says Hardgrave, "police officers should
be expected to effectively restrain themselves."

Hardgrave also questioned the First Amendment
implications of an incident occurring the day after the

arrests, when handbills appeared on campus reading

"Kill Steven Bridgewater Big Pig" and "Kill Police."

Another Austin officer, Phil Townsend, arrested a man

posting the bills for "making a terrorist threat." In

court, however, the charges were reduced to posting

handbills on public property.
"It could be that the words on the handbills were

symbolic,' Hardgrave observed. "If that was the case,

then speech should not be limited. On the other hand,

how much intent needs to be shown?" He asked,

"Should we have a dead police officer?"

Meanwhile, the attorney for punk singer Tolstead is

planning an appeal.

Applagse for the Clap
Students who have had a venereal disease may, at last,

take comfort. One recent study, anyway, says students

who have had infections seem to possess more social

attributes--such as self-assurance, sensitivity, and

practicality--than those who have not.

Dr. William Yarber, associate professor of health at

Purdue University, came to this conclusion after an

analysis of students at seven colleges and universities in

the east, west, and central parts of the U.S. The purpose

of the study, co-directed by Ohio State University

professor of health education Robert Kaplan, was to

investigate the stereotype of VD victims being

"irresponsible social deviants."

The researchers administered personality tests to

equal numbers of hads and had-nots, including as criteria

all sexually transmissable diseases such as gonorrhea,

urethritis and cytomegalovirus. Differences were

apparent in only a few areas. The males who reported

infections were more relaxed and assertive than those

who had not. The females who had had infections were

more self-assured, serious and forthright than those who

had never been infected.
Overall, Yarger reports, students in both groups were

quite similar. They did not show differences in

intelligence, moral standards, happiness,or stability.

Yarber says his study runs contrary to previous studies

in the area.
"We found that those who had had infections at some

time did not have any more or fewer psychological

difficulties than those who had never had an infection,"
he remarked. He did suggest that "such differences
might be found in studies of the general population that
lacks the homogeneity of the college population."

ehhies'
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The film "Debbie Does Dallas" is not an instructional
film about libraries. The film's star, Bambi Woods, is not
an inquisitive freshman who enjoys exploring the stacks.

Officials at Brooklyn's Pratt Institute learned this last
week when the local adult theatre showed "Debbie,"
which includes. 13 minutes filmed in the campus'
turn-of-the-century style library, gymnasium and sauna.
The movie features numerous explicit sexual encounters
among the characters, including a scene of group sex in
the sauna.

Vice-President Hoseph Azzinaro told Associated Press
that last summer a group of producers came to campus,
and identified themselves as a filming company called
"School Days." "They told us they wanted to make an
educational film on the library--how it operated, how
the reference library works, etc.," Azzinaro expalined.

Azzinaro said it is not uncommon for film crews to
come to Pratt, and that a Doctor Pepper commercial was
being filmed on the steps of the library at the same time
that "Debbie" was unfolding inside. But he admits that
he "should've known better. 'School Days' does sound
like a phony name."

"Eat death, Lone Star scum!" shouts Texas punker
Phil Tolstead at a recent Huns gig.

Local Gays Head for
the Closet

"Tell me how many jokes you've heard about
limp-wristed fags and tough bull-dykes, and I'll tell you
how many reasons we have for asking for the money."

Loel Harvey was asking for $84. As co-coordinator of
the Gay Person's Alliance at Towson (Maryland) State
College, Harvey was again requesting funds from the
Towson Student Senate for the newly-formed group.

But after the third budget request was denied, Harvey
gave up, at least for a while. Most senators opposed GPA
funding on basis of a state sodomy law, and others felt
like Senate President John Shehan, who told the Towson
Towerlight he had "moral qualms" about the group's
"open social activities."

Others, like the group at the University of
Maryland-Baltimore County, simply prefer to remain
anonymous, according to the UMBC Retriever, rather
than risk discrimination and encounter hostile attitudes.
Such attitudes, observers say, may pose the most
formidable problems to gays on campus.

But for those who do seek recognition, says Lehman,
the major road-block will be administration approval.
Administration officials often assume that official
recognition implies approval of homosexuality in the
school, and that approval will bring admonishment from
outside. This suspicion, unfortunately, has been borne
out on a number of occasions.
When the New Mexico State University Gay

Community Service approached the NMSU
administration for recognition last year, Director of
Student Development Paul Cowan warned that a
"largely conservative" group of taxpayers, who assume
the major cost of education, may oppose the presence of
the group on campus. The school subsequently rebuffed
the appeal. As Dr. Betty Elder of the Student Affairs
Office put it, "we felt the goals and purposes of the
organization could be met in a more acceptable way."

Elder said she believed the gay students now meet with a
city gay group.

Similarly, a directive from New Hampshire Governor
Meldrim Thomson to "rid your campus of socially
abhorrent activities" prompted the University of New
Hampshire's Board of Trustees to ban the campus gay
group's social functions. A District Court, however,
overturned the ban, and a Court of Appeals upheld the
decision.

Other administrators feel the presence of a gay group
would "recruit" students to homosexuality. A court
statement that denied the recognition of the Gay
Student Alliance of Virginia Commonwealth University
spelled out this fear. The Court agreed with the
University Board of Visitors that "certain persons who
might otherwise be inclined to exercise a measure of
control over their latent homosexual proclivities would
be influenced by the existence of GSA as an official
campus organization to ignore social opprobrium and
indulge homosexual impulses."

The decision was later reversed.
These days, court battles over the legitimacy of gay

groups do usually favor gays. Yet, campus gays may be
intimidated most by fear of peer hostility, which appears
to increase as gays become more visible.
Some examples: Gays at Penn, a large and active

group at the University of Pennsylvania, filed a
harrassment complaint against the school's Phi Kappa
Sigma chapter for anti-gay hazing activities. The
complaint alleges that pledges were "forced to circulate
petitions ostensibly supporting homosexuality" and
were "led in various anti-gay chants, couched as
'pro-gay' statements." The fraternity confirmed the
charges.
An annual National Gay Blue Jeans Day is designated

on campus as a consciousness-raising effort: on that day
everyone wearing blue jeans, presumably, is gay. But last
year's "Blue Jeans Day" brought a spate of angry
responses from straight students, including anti-gay
posters on several campuses.
At Rutgers University, a homosexual effigy was

crucified last year, and the previous year another effigy
was hung.

Overall, though, campus surveys indicate that students
are tolerant of gays as long as they are "low-key" about
their gayness. Freshmen in dorms at a large northeastern
university, for example, answered with an overwhelming
"no" when asked "Would you mind if your roommate
were gay?" !However, a second question, "If your
roommate were gay, would you like him or her to tell
you?" was answered with an equally overwhelming
"no." The conclusion parallels the results of a similar
survey at Muscatine (Iowa) Community College. There, a
researcher found students ,"don't feel gays should be
discriminated against," but "most seemed to be afraid of
homosexuals."

Jockettes To Get
Jug Nets
Even as the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics

for Women convened in Los Angeles to figure out what
kind of future there is for women's intercollegiate
sports, a band of bra manufacturers here announced it
was confident that everything would work out just fine.
The reason: the bra makers have just brought out a new
product--called, according to Advertising Age,
"jugstraps"—to sell to women athletes.

Technically, the contraptions are called "support
bras," which four manufacturers (Warner's, Lily of
France, Formfit, and Olga) .plan to start marketing
aggressively this year. A fifth
manufacturer—Maidenform—says it has "a running bra in
the formative stage" which it hopes to begin selling in
the fall.
A Lily of France spokesperson said the impetus for

what the company calls "the first athletic supporter for
women" is simply that women are participating in more
sports.
And athletic women, according to the

ironically-named Women's Sports Foundation, do need
some kind of extra support. The foundation warns
women who wear bras with cups sizes bigger than B that
prolonged exercise can cause breast tissue tearing, and
chafing and bleeding around the nipples.

But, of course, there are skeptics. One is Dan Karsch,
who heads the ad agency that will promote
Maidenform's entry into the women's athletic supporter
field. Karsch, according to the trade journal, "was not
sure all the sports bras being offered now are any more
supportive than a regular cotton knit style."
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The film explores the marriage of
Daisy (Candice Bergen) and Paulo
(Gioncarlo Giannini), through a series of
flashbacks and during what is supposed to
be the flood which causes the end of the
world. As always, Wertmuller focuses on
the political and sexual roles people
play--Paulo is a Communist, while his
American wife is a Feminist. Unlike
Swept Away and Love and Anarchy,
however, A Night Full of Rain misses the

mark because it isn't convincing. The film
is thick with melodrama which simply
doesn't translate into English without
some embarrassment.

For A Night Full of Rain, Daisy meets
Paulo in Italy. He follows, her to San
Francisco, persuing her relentlessly until
she submits (in the back seat of a
Volkswagen during a downpour). The
fact that Daisy detested Paulo and all his
ideals is never truly reconciled.

Nevertheless, they marry, they have a
child, they fight. During these fights, and
sporadically throughout the film, a
"chorus" of friends narrates the scene,
making its thoughts, as well as those of
Daisy and Paulo, audible. These friends
are there, as one expained, "to look at
things from a distance--to analyze." They
are nightmarish remnants of a dying
society--peers and critics.

The friends' presence is unrealistic and
unjustified Are they in the imagination of
Daisy and Paulo, or Wertmuller?Their
comments are often trite and contrived.
Soon, the use of these friends becomes a
short cut which leaves the audience
shortchanged.

The friends' comments try to articulate
what is,essentially, Wertmuller's message.
The technique fails, however, because'it is
over-obvious and melodramatic.

In A Night Full of Rain, Lim
Wertmuller takes a turn for the worse,
but it's not a total loss. The
music--ranging from opera to jazz--is
excellent, as is the cinematography. A
Night Full of Rain is a new direction for
Wertmuller; an experiment that went
wrong. •

Weekend Wonderflix Senior Class Films

Views Of Man/Woman Relationships
The Soldier Returns Ideological Clash

BY DAVID KAPLAN

The scene is a makeshift pool hall,
around which stands a number of men,
some playing and the others talking.
However, what makes this pool hall
different is that all the players are not
standing. Some are on crutches, some are
in wheelchairs and one is strapped to a
bed-like device which can be moved
around with the help of a cane. The

discussion, too, is special, for it centers
around the one thing that binds these
men together, the event which has
irreversibly altered their lives.

Gradually, it becomes clear that they
are in a hospital--a military hospital for
the soldiers wounded in the Vietnam war.
They speak frankly about why they feel
the war was wrong and why it was even
more wrong for them to be forced to
fight in it. "Nobody has the right to tell
anybody what to do, if it's against their
will," says an unseen voice, and the
camera focuses on the man strapped to
the bed.
The scene shifts to a lone runner--a

Marine Corps officer in training foi
overseas duty. He has not been to wai
yet, and although he is nervous, he seems
eager to go. "All I wanted was to be a
fucking hero!" he is to sayslater, and right
now, the thought has appeal.

These are the two opening scenes of
the movie Coming Home, and they
introduce the major theme of the film.
Coming Home is about how soldiers
adjust after they return, and how they are
able to live with what they've done and
with what has been done to them. It also
gives us a study in contrast, for the man
confined to the bed (Jon Voight) and the
Marine Corps officer (Bruce Dern) react
in different ways. We see this pretty
much through the eyes of Sally Hyde
(Jane Fonda), the officer's wife and the
wounded man's lover.
The story really begins after Bob Hyde

has gone off to war and Sally decides to
take a volunteer job at the hospital on
base. What she sees are things which she
had never before had to confront--men
who have been terminally wounded--in
the body, but, more tragically, in the
mind. People who will never again be able
to live normally because of what
something has done to them. It is in this
hospital that Sally meets Luke, a high
school athlete and leader who went to
Vietnam so he could be a hero, too.
Instead, he is permanently paralyzed in
his legs, and the film illustrates both the
bitterness and desperation he feels.
However, under Sally's influence Luke
gradually develops into what the critics

have beecalling, "a new kind of man."
Bob finds it difficult to talk about his

fears and his feelings-instead, he tries to

avoid them. The Vietnam experience only
serves to intensify his emotional
immaturity. For Luke, however, the
experience has forced him to "grow up"
and be a man in the true sense of the
word. His physical paralysis serves only to
heighten his emerging wholeness.

Like is at last able to face the fact of
Vietnam; to talk about it with students,
to accept it as part of his life, and even to

cont. on p. 16
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BY CATHY BATTAGLIA

Lina Wertmuller's most recent film,
The End of the World in Our Usual Bed
in a Night Full of Rain, is as jumbled as
its title. It's tempting to blame an inept
translator for the title and much of the
contrived dialogue which follows.
Unfortunately, A Night Full of Rain is in
English, as written and directed by
Wertmuller.
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A Night Full Of Rain .Ted Nugent

Heart Chester's Place Coming Home

Test Your
Nugent Knowledge

BY STEVE RANDALL

Ted Nugent's popularity has increased
drastically during the past several years,
and to be honest, I find that rather
disturbing. Y'see, I've been following the
guy ever since "Journey to the Center of
Your Mind" drilled a hole through my
cranium way back in '68, and if there's
one thing that I can't stand, it's a
Johnny-come-lately bandwagon hopper.

If you attend hard rock concerts
regularly, I'm sure you've noticed the
hordes of long-haired, red-eyed
adolescents decked out in their official

Ted Nugent T-shirts and/or belt buckles.

At the sight of this peculiar breed of

homo sapien, I try to avoid gagging by
convincing myself that if I were fourteen,
I'd probably look a lot like them. It
seldom works.

And it seems you can't go anywhere

these days without seeing the word

"Nugent" scrawled across some kid's

notebook. In fact, a recent survey of

junior high school males showed Ted

outdistancing the nearest competition,

"Led Z,ep," by a two-to-one margin.

(Amazingly, "The Ramones" did not turn

up on a single notebook. Try to figure

that out.)
So, to separate the men from the boys,

the cool from the uncool, and the true
Gonzos from the goobers, I have devised
a short, multiple-choice quiz that will

allow you to demonstrate your
knowledge of the man who has bagged

thousands of wild animals ano even more
groupies in his time. I must warn you,
though: If you only go back as far as
"Cat Scratch Fever" or have never
witnessed Terrible Ted in concert, your
ignorance will be exposed oh-so-blatantly,
so you better urn the page and read about
girls' basketball.

Entries must be dropped off at the
Gatehouse by next Wednesday at 5 p.m.
Those who get perfect scores will receive
two free tickets to the first annual Ted
Nugent Gonzo Convention to be held at
the Lord Baltimore Hotel on March 6,
where they'll spend a fun-filled evening
grooving to Nugent records, swapping

Nugent stories and memorabilia,

condemning drugs and drug users, and
sniffing loin cloths once worn by the Wild
Man himself (I've got one from '73 that

you wouldn't believe!).

I. Ted Nugent initially rose to fame as
the leader of
A. The Animals
B. The Amboy Dukes
C. The Osmonds
D. Who the hell is Ted Nugent?

2. Folks who are hip (i.e., they read
Circus) sometimes refer to Ted as

A. The Motor City Madman
B. The Motor City Con Man
C. King of the Poseurs
D. Cat Scratch Ass

3. Ted's latest LP is entitled
A. Do the Hustle.

cont. on p. 16
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Heart Kicks It Out Downtown
BY ROS RESNICK

Spearheaded by the dynamic Ann

Wilson, hard-rocking Heart pumped

excitement into the already hyped-up

,crowd at a packed Civic Center on

Tuesday, January 30.
Firefall, the warm-up group, was

disappointing. Though it played a few of
its hit songs, it wasted much time doing

guitar improvs and fancy drum work.

None of this seemed to bother the crowd,

however, who had come to get rowdy.

Even the calming presence of Joni

Mitchell or Joan Baez would have

probably elicited the same response.
When, out of the blackness, Heart

screamed, "Are you ready for some rock

and roll?", the crowd lit up and went

wild. Heart sensed the crowd's mood

pretty quickly and played mostly

hard-hitting, heavy rhythm songs,

including Little Queen's "Darkness,"

"Straight on For You," "Magic Man,"

"Keep My Love Alive," "Crazy on You,"

"Kick It out," and "Barracuda."
To ease the crowd's tension, Heart

tried to vary their act in mid-concert by

playing some of their newer, softer, rriore

sophisticated numbers. In one, fAnn:,

played some exotic flute music as a

prelude to a muted "Dog and Butterfly."

Sister Nancy soloed on the guitar. But

after a few softer numbers, Heart realized

that the Baltimore crowd wanted to

"kick it out"--and reverted to their

rowdier style. Heart did three

encores--one of their own, Led Zeppelin's

"Rock and Roll," and Bread's "Can't

' Live Without You."
Heart's theatrical fireworks matched its

musical ones. After opening with an

explosion of red firecrackers, Heart

interspersed the concert with orange

flashes and rushes of red, purple, and

orange dry ice. Similarly colored

spotlights also brightened the stage. But

despite Heart's flashy special effects, the

stage was uncluttered and

simple--allowing the Wilson sisters plenty

of leg room for kicking, spinning, and

jumping.

Though Heart has gained its enormous
popularity only in the past few years, the
group, in an early form, has existed for
more than a decade. In 1967, Heart was

an all-male rock band playing the
Seattle/Vancouver bar circuit. Three

years later, Ann Wilson moved in with

one of the band members and began to

convert Heart into today's nationally
popular group. Her sister, Nancy, also
moved in with a band member and joined

the group in 1974. Originally 01-male,

Heart is now composed of two women
with an all-male band.

Because its two-woman
unique in the rock business, Heart has

picked up the reputation of substituting

sex for talent. That may be possible to

believe when hearing the group on the

radio, but impossible to swallow after

attending a concert. Ann Wilson, the lead

vocalist, has a powerful stage presence

apparent in her voice, and body
movements. Yet it is not sex that she

transmits on -stage; it is power. Though

the crowd hooted and whistled when Ann

faced the band and wiggled her behind, it
responded much more potently to her
electric-flute-like moan as she knelt in
cross spotlights after "Magic Man." The
crowd imitated Ann and Nancy's
fist-in-the-air, vertical body movements.

Heart seems to be becoming more and
more "Annie's band." Though Nancy
plays a good acoustic guitar, Ann
dominates the group with her powerful
presence. Nancy blends in as one of the
guys.

At least half of any good concert is the
crowd. This one, though fairly diverse
respecting age and dress, had one thing in
common: they were all rowdy and
smashed. A battalion of off-duty Marines,
comfortably out of it at the beginning of
the concert, was not only out of it
mentally but also physically by the end.
Several tripped down the stairs. Others
lay sprawled in the aisles and the
bathrooms. There were also a lot of
wasted high school-age kids, hair slicked
back or winged (depending on sex),
wearing jeans and vacuous expressions.

11MCCI
Two sets of Bobbsey Twins attended--a
pair of girls wearing creamy silk blouses
and leather boots and a pair of guys in
matching flannel shirts. Probably the
oddest character at the concert was a
pony-tailed hippie with a patch over his
eye who wasiescorting his three-year-old
daughter. On the other extreme was a
clean-cut, thirtyish man (perhaps a CIA
agent) who said nothing during the entire
concert and stared glumly at his rowdy
neighbors. And, finally, there were the
PCP flake-pushers.
The crowd wasn't sure where it was

headed when the concert ended. Heart
was more certain about its future. Its
current single, "Dog and Butterfly,"
represents the group's transition from
pure rock to a more contemporary,
polished, softer sound.

Chester's Place
Pursues
Ultimate Growth

BY STEPHEN BARR

During the current school year, the
music scene at Hopkins has developed
into one of the most important and
diverse centers for music in Baltimore;
the Fine Arts Committee has made major
strides towards bringing avant-garde
music to Hopkins, and more concerts are
planned in the coming months. The
Office of the Chaplain is presenting
several concerts of rock, and roll this
semester, including Freewater, the
Nighthawks, No Mercy and a
yet-to-be-determined major artist during
Spring Fair; the Rat, for what it's worth,
is represented primarily for its disco; and
the Shriver Hall Concert Series continues
to bring the best in classical chamber
music to Hopkins. THe most important
and most diverse of these musical
organizations, one which in many ways
encompasses all of them, is Chester's
Place. It brings some of the most exciting
folk, rock, jazz and classical performers
this area has to offer Hopkins every
Wednesday night.

Chester's Place is a coffeehouse in the
true sense of the word, and visitors who
participated in coffeehouses in the Sixties
have marvelled at how authentic it is. But
the purpose of Chester's Place is not to
capture the authenticity of a Sixties
coffeehouse, but to make the format
work in the Seventies, and hopefully into
the Eighties. Chester's Place is not an
anachronism because its main purpose is
as a gathering place for the Hopkins
community. It is a place where people
can come and relax, meet some friends,
drink a few brews and listen to some of
the best music in the area. It is a
sub-culture, a community in and of itself,
where everyone is welcome to the calm,
informal atmosphere. And at a place like
Hopkins, a release like Chester's Place is
essential.
The coffeehouse in its current form

was started two years ago by several
students. Today it is run by Dave Fishkin
and Doug Boardman. Dave feels that
Chester's Place has an important function
in the Seventies at Hopkins as it pursues
many of the ideals of the coffeehouses a
decade ago, such as promoting expression
and appreciation of music. On any
Wednesday night, you can hear a
professional musician or a newly-formed

band of students expressing themselves
through music, usually to a more than
responsive audience. Also Chester's Place
supports a cause--the proceeds from the
sale of beer and wine and the quarter
cover are given to the Office of the
Chaplain's Tutoring Program. But Dave
feels that the most important ideal
pursued by Chester's Place is
humanitarian. It is a place for people to
come together and have a good time.
Two nights ago, a large number of

people came together to hear an evening
of acoustic guitar. And the entire evening
was a good time for all.

Daryl Beard orchestrated the evening
and opened the show. Daryl is a
professional musician who plays colleges
in fourteen states from North Carolina to
New Hampshire, and he is currently
producing and recording his first album,
One of Everything, which will be
finished in April. The album includes
alloriginal compositions; his performance
Wednesday consisted of these originals
and his favorites from thesfolk repertoire.
Daryl's main influences are Joni Mitchell
and James Taylor, and this showed
through in his original compositions. Soft
guitar picking underscored his gentle yet
commanding voice. His voice and guitar
work complimented each other so
well,the feeling was one of total
relaxation.Daryl says he is a musician and
plays the kind of music he does because
he enjoys it and it makes him feel good,
and in his performance, he certainly
communicated this feeling of joy and
warmth.
The next performer was Ric LaRocca,

and his two friends, Sue singing harmony
and Katie playing flute. Ric is basically a
promotor of coffeehouses, and has
recently started one in Columbia. He is
also an accomplished singer/guitarist. He
played a number of Beatles songs where
the emphasis was on the • two-part
harmony.Ric has a bold voice that sounds
like those heard in Irish or Scottish
madrigals, and Sue's voice is a quiet
soprano. Sometimes the voices didn't
seem to work right together, but the
simple arrangements of much more
complex songs was interesting and very
pleasing.
The third performer's instrument was

his voice; he didn't sing, but he did talk,
cont. on p. 16
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Ralph, Animal, Dave and Doug: Your hosts at Chester's Place

evolving, and every time they perform,
they invite the audience to join in on
various percussives. Their performances
become a community effort. The name
Zumebuzi comes from a philosophy of
ultimate growth, a pursuit of these higher
ideals in life. This philosophy pertains to
the coffeehouse itself, and to every
person who attends. The friendly
communal atmosphere and the high
quality music aid in the pursuit by
everyone towards ultimate growth.
Nestled in the mural which covers the
walls of Chester's Place is the saying,
"Chester's Place is dedicated to people."
It is dedicated to people, and to the
ultimate growth of everyone who comes
to participate. •

The Arts Section is looking for new
writers interested in writing on all the
arts, but with a special interest in music
and record reviews. If You're
interested, call 889-4869 this weekend
and ask for Steve.
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Chester's
Dedicated
To People

cont. from p. 15
laugh, scream, bark and yowl. The Wizard
returned to Chester's Place to read his
poetry, which can best be described as
per-verse. Some readers have criticized his
work as shallow, meaningless and not
"serious," to which The Wizard would
shrug his shoulders. His poetry is a puzzle
with language in which he fits puns,
rhymes, homonyms and other language
devices into humorous, witty and often
very perceptive poems. A shoe salesman
during the day, The Wizard uses the time
to daydream and think up poems. He has
such an outgoing personality and poetic
style that he must be as successful a shoe
salbsman as he.is a poet-humorist.

After The Wizard, the final act of the
evening hit the stage. Michael Hedges is a
Peabody student, and an absolutely
amazing guitarist. His hands move so fast
up and down and around the neck of the
guitar without ever seeming to come to
rest, you have to wonder just how he gets
the incredible sound he gets. 'During his
whole show, he was rocking on the heels
of his feet, and had his audience moving
to his beat. He gave such a virtuoso
performance of "Suite: Judy Blue Eyes"
that it seemed like you could hear all the
guitar parts and vocal harmonies
emanating from one guitar and one voice.
Michael has played all around Baltimore,
but this was his first time at Chester's
Place, and his show was a rousing finale
to a great evening of acoustic guitar.
One of the "house bands" at Chester's

Place is the Zumebuzi Jazz Ensemble.
The band plays a mixture of traditional
jazz, with reggae, R and B and some
straight rock. The band is continually

SHRIVER HALL
FRI & SAT, FEB. 2 & 3

7:30 & 10:00 p.m.

Coming Home
cont. from p. 14

help Bob with it. And as Luke matures,
so does Sally, along with him. When Bob
returns home she finds that there exists,
both literally and figuratively, a fence
between them. The experience of
Vietnam has altered both completely, but
in different ways.

Coming Home is a beautiful movie in
most aspects. The direction is done with
taste and the actors do a commendable
job in portraying the effect of the
Vietnam War on the participants. The
background music, comprised of songs
popular in the late '60's era, also adds
significantly to the overall picture the
film successfully attempts to convey. The
real merit of s, Coming Home however, is
the fact that it is the first movie besides

Rolling Thunder to treat the
period in a poignant and realistic

What's
Your
Nugent IQ

cont. from p. 14

B. More Songs About Poontang and
Poontang

C. Weekend Warriors
D. P.T. Barnum Was Right

4. Critics agree that Nugent's major
accomplishment in life so far has been

A. Gunning down a baby deer and
eating its heart raw

B. Never appearing on Dick Clark's
American Bandstand
C. Conning five million teenagers into

believing he's a guitar player
D. Never making J.D.

annual music poll
5. The person who
the most at his
appearance was

A. Ted
B. The kid who had to be carried out

because a firecracker exploded in his
faced

C. The youngster seated behind me
who barfed for two hours, non-stop
D. The guy who stayed home and

watched "Laverne and Shirley"
6. The highlight of a Nugent concert is

A. When Ted invariably mentions that
he just loves to eat that sweet (Name of
city here), pussy.

B. When Ted invariably drops to his
knees and bows to his amplifiers--I mean
it's the ultimate display of homage , maan.

C. When the youngster behind you
finally stops puking his guts out (during
the second encore).
D. When they turn on the house lights

Vietnam
at the end

way' E. Who the hell is Ted Nugent?

The Senior Class Film Series Presents...

Considine's

seemed to enjoy Ted
recent Civic Center
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DIRECTED BY JERRY GARCIA

FEBRUARY 23 & 24 • 7:30 & 10:30
ADMISSION $200 • SHRIVER HALL
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The Harder They Come
"The Harder They Come has more guts, wit, humor and sheer exuberance than most

• movies you'll see in any one year of moviegoing." NEW YORK TIMES

FRIDAY & SATURDAY FEB. 2 & 3
MIDNIGHT

SHRIVER HALL — JOHNS HOPKINS U.
CHARLES & 34TH ST. — $1.00

INFO: 338-8187

FRESHMEN-SOPHOMORES-
IT'S NOT TOO LATE! 

CONSIDER ENROLLING IN THE MILITARY SCIENCE

i PROGRAM AT JOHNS HOPKINS 1
1 1 

ii

1 
, The Military Science Program provides the student with an opportunity

to learn and practice the art of leading people with training designed to 
I
i

i prepare the student to reach the pinnacle of his or her chosen profession I

i
I v The Military Science Program enables the student to learn about the military 1

i
i profession and the role it plays in our democratic system of government i
i
i 1
i v The Military Science Department provides the student membership in I

I 

ia close-knit organization
I

I v No obligation first two years i
1

I I
I v' Be eligible to compete for an army scholarship I
I i
i v Last two years of program receive $2500 I

_____ _ ______________ _ _ -- i
1 1
i For further information visit room Room 207, Military Science Building

1i
i (behind the gym) or call Captain Larry Satterwhite 338-7474/7475 i
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Swimmers Sink LaSalle
BY SARA ROBERT

Contrary to the common
myth circulating around the
Hopkins community, one does
not have to wait until spring
thaw to witness a consistently
victorious Johns Hopkins team.
The Men's Swim Team seems to
be en route to their 10th
consecutive MAC Title and also
hopes to extend their two-year
domination over Division III of
the NCAA. Last Saturday the
top ranked Division III
swimmers faced 2nd ranked
Kenyon College and came away
with a stunning 68-43 victory.
Added proof of the team's high
success potential came
Wednesday night in the Newton
H. White Athletic Center, as the
swimmers met and defeated the
Explorers of La-Salle College by
a score of 66-47,improving their
record to six victories against
only two losses.
"The meet was what we

expected in terms of being a

close, difficult, and unnerving

type of contest," observed

second year Coach Tim Welsh.

Welsh added that he "didn't
expect the large lead" the team

succeeded in accumulating early

in the contest. The Blue Jays

built up a 30-13 advantage
through the first five events (400

yd. Medley Relay, 1000 yd.

Freestyle, 200 yd. Freestyle, 50

yd. Freestyle and 200 yd.
Individual Medley) for senior
diver Mike DiCio going into the

1 Meter Diving. Dicio, who holds
the National title on the 1 Meter

board, easily managed to win the

event against 'three LaSalle

opponents.
Hopkins lost ground during

the second series of events (200

yd. Butterfly, 100 yd. Freestyle,

200 yd. Backstroke, 500 yd.

Freestyle and 200 yd.
Breaststroke). Going into the

200 yd. Breaststroke, the

Hopkins lead was cut to a shaky

Work Out Tips
Exercise is so important that

if I could give only one health
study, it would probably be on
exercise. There are many
disorders that can be neutralized
by lots of vigorous exercise. As
exercise is increased,
degenerative diseases of all kinds
are decreased, life-span is
extended, various minor
infections such as colds are
reduced, and perhaps best of all,

the quality of life is significantly
enhanced.

The best exercise should be
characterized as "vigorous
though not violent." Jogging and
running are for the few. Most

individuals do not maintain a

high enough level of athletic
training to make jogging or

running a safe exercise. For

these individuals, walking and
useful outdoor work will avoid

many physical problems that can

arise from violent

exercise--painful joints,
ligaments and muscles; excessive
menstrual bleeding; headaches;
and chest pain are some of these
problems.

Competitive sports are not the
best form of exercise. During
youth and early adulthood,
competitive sports may be a
major form of exercise. At this
age, a fixed program is not
essential to induce one to
exercise. But, at about age 35,
when one really begins to need
the exercise, both because of the
fixing of attention on other
matters, and because the health
begins to deteriorate at that age
if exercise is neglected, one
begins to lose skills and interest
in competitive sports, and there
goes his exercise. If, however,
one has learned sports that are
non-competitive, especially
sports that can be enjoyed if

cont. on p. 19

10 points (49-39). Bill Smiddy,
best in this event, was not
entered for strategic reasons.
Instead, all eyes turned to Jon
Blank and Dean Buchenauer.
Coach Welsh felt that "Blank
was the best swimmer entered in
the event tonight. A one-two
placing would have won the
meet." Blank was disqualified,
however, for taking two false

starts. Buchenauer not only won
the event, but also qualified for
Nationals, cruising through his
eight laps with a time of 2:14.
Now the score was 54-43 and

attention was turned again to
Mike DiCio, who this time

needed a win to secure the Blue
Jay victory. Adams of LaSalle
was expected to give DiCio some
trouble. "It is important for
Mike to have to dive under

pressure," Coach Welsh

explained. "He is going to have
to defend his title in the 1 Meter

Nationals." DiCio came through,
however, after executing some

difficult dives and clinching the

victory for the team.
In the final event, Jon Blank,

Ken Fishman, Bill Smiddy and
Fran Florez captured the 400

yd. Freestyle Relay to cap yet

another impressive Blue Jay
victory. The quartet also

qualified for Division III

Nationals, posting a time of

3:15.4.
The Blue Jay triumph avenged

last year's 60-53 loss to the
Explorers, an NCAA Division I
team. Hopkins' record against
Division I teams now stands at
2-2. The Blue Jays previously
defeated Ohio and lost to Navy

and Maine. The swimmers will
now face three straight Division

I teams - American University,
Maryland and a very tough
Harvard squad. The first of these
contests will take place at home

on Saturday at 2:00 p.m.
Sources close to the team report
that the women will have to be
in top condition for the match.
up, while the men should be in
control after their convincing
victory last year.

Prep Hep to Epee Step

FENKING
Jay Blademen
Foil Opponents

BY MARCO PARILLO

The perenially powerful men's
fencing team successfully
opened its '79 season by
jumping out to a 13-3 record.
On its annual intersession swing
through the Northeast, the team
went 11-2, bowing to ant
excellent Penn State team and
losing a 14-13 heartbreaker to
William Paterson. On the trip the
JHU swordsmen easily handled
Dartmouth (15-12), Yeshiva
(20-7), Pace (20-7), Brooklyn
(17-10), St. Peter's (21-6), John
Jay (20-7), and Norwich (22-5).

Immediately upon returning
home, the Jays lost to the
powerful University of Maryland
8-19, but recouped by decisively
defeating Muhlenberg and the
New Jersey Institute of
Technology in a doubleheader
last Saturday by scores of 20-7
and 19-8 respectively.

MEIN JOINS STAFF

Harriers Hire New Coach
BY ANDREW COHEN

In an attempt to 1)olster the
track and field program here at
Johns Hopkins, athletic director
Robert Scott has named Gary
Green to the top coaching and
organizational spot in this
department.

Green had formerly served as
the women's fencing coach for
five years and also had headed
the women's cross country
program. A 1973 graduate of
Hopkins. Green is currently
pursuing a graduate degree in -
physical education.
The new track coach began

his coaching career as a Peace
Corps volunteer in Chile serving
as part of that country's
Olympic coaching staff:
Additionally, he cpached a track
and field., club in Santiago,
working closely with Tom
Ileinonen. the 1969 AAU•

national marathon champion

and head of the nationally

renowned women's track
program at the University of

Oregon in Eugene. Last spring.

Green formed the Homewood
Athletic Club for women

interested in amateur track and

field. Presently. he is the club's
representative in the South

Atlantic Association of the

AAU.
Scott praised the new coach's

ability to get the job done.

saying. "Gary is a very sharp

guy. He is an extremely talented
man with excellent
organizational skills. He is so
organized," Scott chuckled,
"that it sometimes scares me."

Green was obviously elated

over his appointment and

expressed optimism concerning

the future of Blue Jay track.
"We have a good program and
two top notch coaches who will

be assisting me," Green said.
"We will try to get as many
people as possible to participate

in all events.. Due' 'to great

freshmen and sophomore

interest I see a solid future for

our program."
Also named as assistant

coaches are Michael Hill, the

men's cross country coach here,

who will work in the distance

events and Michael Myer, a

former two-time track captian at

Notre Dame and coach of the

South Bend Track Club, who

will handle the throwing events.

The Blue Jay track program

begins on March 24 against

Sw arthmore and Franklin &

Marshall and concludes on May

5 with the Middle Atlantic
Conference Championships at

Ursinus College.
An important meeting will be

held for all those interested in

participating in the varsity track

program on Tuesday, February 6

in the Athletic Center

Conference Room at 4:30 p.m.

Standout performers thus far
this season are co-captains Paul
Cordts and Eric Newman who
were 30-2 in sabre and foil
respectively, despite sustaining
minor injuries. Adam Stern led
the epeemen with a record of
31-6. Backing them up on the
starting team are Evans
Starzinger (26-13), and Dave
Meyer (20-16) foil; Kietli Pesto
(22-10) and John Osby (16-17) epee:
and Nate Graham (21-11) and
Mike Schwerin (14-30) in sabre.
The subs aren't doing too badly
either; Kevin Granville (17-4)
and Marco Parillo (8-9) in foil;
Dave Novar (13-13) and James
Newman (8-8) in epee; and John
Loonsk (9-7) and Jim Fowler
(6-8) in sabre.

Coach Oles is looking forward
to the rest of the season,
particularly the double bill this
SaturdaY with arch-rivals Stevens
Tech (4:30 pm) and defending
MACFA champion William &
Mary (12:30 pm). "If everyone
fences up to par," said the Jay
mentor, "we shouldn't lose any
of our remaining meets.But what
we're ultimately aiming for are
our two conference champion
tournaments (MAC and NAC),
and the Division I NCAA's.
We're in good shape."

GENERAL JIM'S ACC GEMS

Having tired of the Paraguay
Connection, the editors of this rag
asked me to rate all of the coming
week's biggest college basketball
games. Being a Tar Heel born and a
Tar Heel bred, I learned very early

that the only good basketball played

in this country involves Atlantic

Coast Conference Teams. So with

Coach Amen's capers thrown in for a

little local color (and a few laughs),

here are my picks for this week:

N.C. State over Va. Tech by 5
U.M.C. over Va. Tech by 8
Duke over U. Md. by 7
Duke over U. Va. by 13
U.N.C. over U Md. by 6

Notre Dame over N. C. State by 5
Widener over J.H.U. by 1



Exercise
cont. from p. 18

done alone, one has his exercise
assured. About one hour each
day should be spent in vigorous
outdoor exercise; and another
hour spent indoors in activities
requiring considerable muscular
work or energy expenditure is
desirable. Most people think that
they get more exercise than the
actually do. In a recent article in
Sportsmedicine, young adult
"weekend athletes" who played
tennis or golf two or three times
a week were studied. Their
physical condition was only
slightly better than completely
sedentary individuals.
In order to get a

cardiovascular training effect,
15-30 minutes of vigorous
exercise, without stopping, is
required. During this exercise
period, one should have a few
minutes, perhaps 2-5 minutes to
warm up, after which one should
exercise sufficiently to increase
the pulse rate to about 2/3 his
maximum heart rate,. and -
maintain this pulse at this high
level for 15-30 minutes. A ru'f.J
of thumb for determining the
predicted maximum heart rate
for a person is to subtract your
age from 220. For example, the
predicted maximum heart rate
for a thirty-year-old would be
190. Two-thirds of this figure
would give about 127, which is
the approximate exercise pulse
level to aim for. After the
exercise period is over, a
"cooling down" is advisable.
Most deaths that have been
reported from heavy exercise
have occurred immediately after
Stopping the exercise where the

subject promptly sat down or

laid down to rest. A cooling

down period will prevent the

sudden congestion of the heart

and lungs that occurs from
abruptly becoming immobile
after ceasing heavy exercise.

All of one's exercise should
not be done indoors. Muscular

building has been shown to be
more steady and of greater

degree if some exercise is done
out Of doors, particularly if the
sun is shining. If one uses sports
or useful labor as exercise,

occasionally one should take a
brisk walk to stretch out one's
legs; probably once a week
would be sufficient for this type
of workout. Remember the

benefits, and discipline yourself

to daily exercise.

THE WEEK IN SPORTS:
Feb. 2 - Feb.

Friday, Feb. 2
Women's Squash at Yale (Howe Cup Competition)

Saturday, Feb. 3
Varsity Basketball v. Widener
B-Squad Basketball v. Towson STate
Women's Basketball v. UMBC
Men's Fencing v. Stevens Tech & William & Mary
Women's Fencing v. Stevens Tech & UMBC
Men's Swimming v. American
Women's Swimming v. American
Wrestling v. Elizabethtown
Women's Squash at Yale (Howe Cup Competition)

Varsity Rifle v. Lehigh

Sunday, Feb. 4
Women's Squash at Yale (Howe Cup Competition)

Tuesday, Feb. 6
Women's Basketball v. Dickinson

Wednesday, Feb. 7
Varsity Basketball v. Swarthmore
B-Squad Basketball v. Swarthmore
Wrestling v. Gallaudet

Thursday, Feb. 8
B-Squad Basketball v. York College
Women's Basketball v. Western Maryland

1:30 pm (A)

8:15 pm GO
6:00 pm (A)
6:30 pm (H)
12:30 pm (H)
1:00 pm (H)
2:00 pm (11)
2:00 pm (H)
2:00 pm (A)
9:00 am (A)
11:00 am (H)

9:00 am (A)

7:00 pm (H)

8:15 pm (H)
6:15 pm (H)
7:00 pm (A)

6:30 pm (A)
7:00 pm (11)

BIA BASKETBALL STANDINGS
FEBRUARY 2, 1979

Div I
DU
1 TEP
RU Kidding Me
Hedonists
ATO
Bullets

Dorms
Royce
Hollander
Sylvester
Griffin
Gildersleeve
Clark
Jennings
Vincent-Willard -
Lazear
Wilson-Wood

W L Div 2
2 0 League A
10 KGB
1 0 Hebrew Nationals
1 1 Locals
02 Nads
0 2 Sky Helicopter's All-Stars

A Song for Europe
Sig Ep 1 1Phi
Fonte's Raiders
Phi Psi

W L
20
20
20
10
1 1
1 1
01
0 2
0 2
02

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• 41. • • 0. 4. 0. 0. 11. O.:: O.: • • • 0. 0. 111. 0. 410. •••

League B,
News-Letter
Wildmen

Sick Dick and the 'VW's
Knickerbongers
Baby Cakes
J.C. Auto Wreckers
Muller's Dick
Sig Nu
39th Street Bombers

W L
/
10
10
1 1
1 1
1 1

Psi
02
02

W L
10
20
10
10
1 1
01
01
01
02

People Helping People
The United Way
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The Johns Hopkins University
Office of Special Events presents

THE PEABODY-HOPKINS SERIES
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SLIM, PICKIN'S BAND
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cAti FOR AppoiNTMENTS: 338-1126

PRATT 81 WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP

A division of

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

will be

ON.
CAMPUS

February 13

to interview candidates
for attractive opportunities

in HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Consult your Placement Office
for degree and field of study

requirements

An Equal Opportunity Employer

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
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